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Preface

Intended audience

History

Contributions

This first two chapters of this document are intended for a new or
occasional user of EDFOR. They should help him/her to use the basic
features. More advanced users can benefit from the third chapter.
Installation, modifications and tailoring to the user needs are described in
the last chapter.

The idea of EDFOR was started in late 1986 in Aleph. The first real
release was done in DO and Aleph in 1987, with many successive versions
to implement new feature and follow DEC improvements. Support for
OpenVMS 4.x systems was dropped end 1989. A major reshuffling occured
in 1990, with the release of version 5.0.

• Version 5.0, June 30, 1990. Addition of new styles and new
experiments, plus many user variables.

• Version 5.1, October 5, 1990. Improvements to the speller, to various
styles, support for LaTeX.

• Version 5.2, January 14, 1991. Support for VMS 5.4, help on system
calls.

• Version 5.3, September 9, 1991. Better help, improved alignment of
Fortran source files.

• Version 5.4, January 11, 1993. Support for Alpha machines. Error
positioning after C compilation.

• Version 5.5, February 8, 1993. Various small bugs. Identification of
the machine type was sometime incorrect.

• Version 5.6, January 14, 1994. Various small bugs. Enter-? in Fortran.
Ruler.

Of course each release fixes several little bugs reported by the large
community of users. EDFOR is now officially installed on about 150
clusters.

Many people have contributed to EDFOR, reporting bugs or suggesting
improvements. The most important contributors are A.Belk ( CERN ),
Ph.Charpentier ( CERN ), A.Engelhardt ( Copenhagen ), J.Featherly (
BNL ), E.Harvey (LBL ), W.Love ( BNL ), A.Mortsell ( Uppsala ), F.E.Paige
( BNL ) C.Steward ( FNAL ) and S.D.Protopopescu ( BNL ).

ix
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Maintenance and bug report
In case of problems, or if you have suggestions or comments, please mail
VXCERN::CALLOT or CALLOT@VXCRNA.CERN.CH with all the
relevant information, like the actions which revealed the problem, the
exact error message and so on. An answer is guaranteed...



-J Basic concepts and commands

1.1 Introduction. How to start, stop and control EDFOR
EDFOR is a full screen editor running on OpenVMS systems, either on
Vax or Alpha/AXP machines. The purpose of an editor is to create and
modify text files. The text can be a simple document like a mail message,
or the input for a processor, like the Fortran compiler or the TeX text
processor. In all cases, you want to be able to enter your text, then to
modify it, which means displacement in the file, search for some words,
actions on blocks of text, and much more. EDFOR is a very powerful text
editor. The frequent user will take advantage of the many commands
available on one or two key strokes, while the new or infrequent user
will appreciate the automatic feature, extensive help, and easiness of the
.simple operations. EDFOR can run on all DEC compatible terminals. But
you will be limited if you have only a VTlOO keyboard, as some operation
will require more key strokes in this case. In order to take ful1 advantage
of this chapter, you are encouraged to read it in front of your terminal, and
to try the described features in order to understand immediately how the
work.

1.1.1 Activating EDFOR
EDFOR is a text editor for OpenVMS systems. It is normally available on
your system with the DCL command EDF. If not, you may need to execute
a command file to define the symbol and some logical names. If you can
find the file EDFOR$DIR:SETUP_EDPOR.COM, then type

$ 3KDI-1ORSDIRISETUP -EI)FOR

This defines the various logical names and the symbol EDF. You should
put this line in your LOGIN.COM so that it is automatically executed each
time you login. Contact your system manager if this file is not available.
This means that the area where EDFOR is installed is not defined in the
System Logical Name Table, and you should ask for the location of this
file...

In order to edit an existing file, or to create a new file, you just type the
command

$ [-'I)F f i 1 c^naiiu;

"file_name" is the name of the file ( existing or not ) you want to edit.
You can use wildcards to select existing files. If several files match your
request, the list will be displayed and you will have to select the one you
want to edit.

1-1
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1.1.1.1 First usage on a system
The first time you use EDFOR on a system or cluster, a file has to be
created to contain some useful information. You are then prompted for
the two minimal informations: Your name, so that it can be included
automatically when creating various headers, and your Experiment, so
that EDFOR uses the correct lay-out for some standard headers, like
Fortran subroutine headers. The list of available choice on your system is
displayed, and you must give a valid answer to be able to proceed. This
step occurs only once. The answers are kept in the file SYS$LOGIN:MY_
EDITOR.TPU, whose location and content can be changed if needed. See
Section 4.1.3 for changing the file location, and Section 4.4 for a list of
possible options to be added later by editing this file.

1.1.2 The screen
When you activate EDFOR, you first see that the screen is cleared. Then
you receive a message specifying the version of EDFOR and a few other
things. This indicates that the initialization of EDFOR is starting. Then,
after hopefully not too long a delay, you see the requested file on your
screen, on a WINDOW. This is a part of your screen, with at the bottom a
Status Line on which some information is displayed, like the buffer name,
the direction, mode, style, ... The window is used to display the content of
a BUFFER, i.e. a piece of memory which contain your text. A buffer has
several attributes, some of them displayed on the status line. The same
window may contain different buffer at different time. You will be able
to have several windows and several buffers. By default, you have one
buffer, containing the file you wanted to edit, or an empty MAIN buffer if
you have not specified a file to edit, and 3 windows. Yes, three: The main
window, using ill the screen except the last two lines. The last but one
line is the Cominand window, where you will be able to enter commands,
and the last line is the message window, where you receive messages
related to command execution, or io the arrival of e.g. a new MAIL. These
two special windows are always present, and not counted when we count
the number of editing windows. The default situation then is one editing
window displaying one buffer.

1.1.3 Issuing commands
EDFOR is a full screen editor. Each character you type is normally added
to the text you are editing. But you want to perform actions other than
just inputing text. For that, EDFOR uses Function keys, which are
either special keys on the keypad, like the numeric keypad, the VT200
editing and function keys, or normal typing keys preceeded by the Gold
key or accompanied by the Control key. The function keys are referred to
by either their label ( e.g. I PF1 |, \~FW] , | Find |, | Next Screen"] ), or, for the
numeric keypad ones, by KP followed by the digit, e.g. | KP3 | is the key
labelled "3" on the numeric keypad.

• The Gold key in the key labelled | PFi | on the top left of the numeric
keypad. If you use a non DEC terminal, e.g. a terminal emulator
on a PC, the location of the keys may be different. Refer to the
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documentation of your terminal emulator to obtain the correspondence.
The Gold key has to be typed BEFORE the other key. There is no
reason to hold it while pressing the other one. The use of this Gold key
will be referred to by | Gold x |, which means "press | PFi |, then press
|~x~f'. The case of the second key ( upper or lower case ) is irrelevant.

• The ControJ key is on the left side of the main keyboard, labelled
usually I Ctrl I. You have to hold down this key, press the other key,
then release both in any order. The use of the control key will be
referred to by | Ctrl x |, which means "Hold down the | Ctrl [ and then
press [TJ, then release both". The case of the second key ( upper or
lower case ) is irrelevant.

One special key, called the DO key, allows to type commands. In this case,
you have a prompt in the bottom of your screen, and you have to type
your answer. You then end the command by the usual | Return |. It is then
important to localize the DO key on your keyboard. On VTlOO, this is
1 Gold KP7 ], on VT200 keypads you can also use | Gold KP7 | but also the
I Do I key. Commands which have to be executed as "line commands" , i.e.
with the DO key, the command, possible parameters, followed by a Return,
will be described by Do: the_command. Notice that the command can
be truncated as long as it is unambiguous. For multi word commands,
you can truncate each word as long as it is unambiguous. If you type an
ambiguous command, a list of the matching choices is displayed on your
screen. Just move the cursor up or down to select the one you wanted, and
press I Return |. The last line of this choice menu is an abort command.

1.1.4 Changing the mode and the direction
The mode and the direction of the buffer are displayed on the status line,
and influence the way some action are performed. Like in DCL, you can
Change mode with | Ctrl A | or | F14 |. Changing the direction is done
either by forcing the direction to be Forward by | KP4 | or Reverse by
I KP5 I, or by change direction using | F11 | . These are simple actions,
immediately reflected on the status line. The effect of the mode and
the direction on the editing operations will be described later, whenever
needed.

1.1.5 Exiting
When editing a file, it is important to remember that only a memory copy
of the file is affected by your changes. The modified file is written to disk
only if you ask for by some commands, or upon EXIT, where the current
buffer is written if modified, and then for all the other modified buffer
you are prompted for authorization to write. If you have inadvertently
corrupted the file you are editing, or if for some other reason you DO NOT
want to save the modifications, then you can use the command QUIT.
This will NOT write any file on disk, but if some buffer has been modified,
a list of all your buffers is displayed, with a request for confirmation. It
sometime happen that you have done some useful work on another buffer,
not yet saved. This is the last chance before loosing completely your work.
So please check !
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EXIT is executed by Do: EXIT, | Ctrl Z | or |~FicT].

QUIT is executed by Do: QUIT, | Gold Q | or ITTl

1.2 Simple displacements
As EDFOR fc a full screen editor, the actions you perform, like inserting
or deleting text, are done at the position the cursor is on. One important
family of action is then to displace the cursor. There are many ways to
move the cursor, and this section will only describe the most usual.

1.2.1 Geographical displacements
The simplest motion is obtained by using the | up | , | down | , | left I or | right |
arrows. The effect is almost evident. However, some subtle effects have to
be described now. They essentially depend on the mode.

• In INSERT mode ( the mode is displayed on the status line of the
buffer ), the cursor is bound to the content of the buffer. You can not
move the cursor to a location where there is no character in the buffer.
If you attempt to move to the left of the leftmost column, you move to
the previous character, i.e. the end of the previous line. If you are at
the end of a line, and move right, the cursor moves to the beginning of
the next line. If you are on a long line, and move vertically, the cursor
tries to keep the same offset on the screen, but stays at the end of the
line if the line is too short. It will be back at the same offset if you
move to another long line.

• In OVERSTRIKE mode, the cursor is just a cursor on the screen, free
of moving even where there is no text. No special action at beginning
or end of line. If the line is shorter, nothing changes in the display. If
text is entered at this point, then enough spaces are added to fill the
gap from the previous end of line to the typed character.

In both cases, the cursor stays always on a visible line, but it may be off
the screen on the right or on the left. When the cursor tries to go too close
to the bottom of the screen, usually 3 lines, then the buffer is scrolled so
that the cursor does not move but its position in the buffer does. The same
thing occurs at the top of the screen. But the cursor moves still down or
up if the bottom or the top of the buffer is reached.

1.2.2 Moving inside the line
You can easily move the cursor in the line: Like in DCL, you can move
to the beginning of the line by | Ctrl H~] or | Backspace"] if this key exists
on your keyboard, and move to the end of the line by [ Ctrl E | . This
will never move the cursor on another line.
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Now the new feature is to move by WORD, the definition of which being
dependent of the context, but essentially a piece of normal characters
between separators. You can move to the the "next" beginning of
word with | KP1 | , "next" being defined with respect to the direction of the
buffer: If the direction is Forward, "next" has the usual meaning of the
word on the right of the cursor, but is the word on the left if the direction
is Reverse. The opposite operation, move to the previous beginning of
word, is available with | KP3 | . Notice that these two commands can move
the cursor to a new line if needed.

1.2.3 Changing the line
Two important commands are move to the next end of line obtained
by I KP2 I, which goes to the end of the current line, or of the next line if
already at the end of the current line, "next" being also dependent of the
direction Forward or Reverse, and move to the next beginning of line
obtained by | KP0~], which also goes to the next line if not at beginning of
line, with also a direction dependent behaviour. There is also a command
to do one or the other, depending on the Direction: | F12 | is move by line,
i.e. move to the next end of line if the Direction is Forward, move to the
previous beginning of line if the Direction is Reverse.

In order to scroll rapidly in a buffer, one can displace the cursor by
"screens", i.e. scroll the text by a bit less than the number of displayed
lines. On a normal 24 lines screen, the 2 topmost lines become the bottom
line or vice versa. The cursor stays at the same point on the screen.
The commands are | Next Screen | to display the next part of the buffer,
I Prev Screen | to display the previous part, or | KP8 | , which is exactly
next screen if the Direction is Forward, and exactly previous screen if the
Direction is Reverse.

The last basic command is to go to the top or the bottom of the buffer.
This is easy: Top is obtained by | Gold KP5 |and Bottom by I Gold KP4 ] .
This is easy to remember, as KP4 and KP5 are used to select the direction.
KP4 is Forward, Gold KP4 is go forward up to the maximum, i.e. go to the
bottom.

1.3 Searching and replacing string
Searching for a piece of text is a basic feature of all editors. Many
commands are related to this function. We will describe here the basic
one: Find associated to the | Find | or | Gold KP3~~| keys. You are then
prompted for the string to search. You can also use Do: Find xxxx,
where the string can be specified on the command line. When you are
prompted for the string, you can retrieve the previous strings you have
searched by using the Up and Down arrows, and edit the string. You press
I Return | to validate the string and begin the search. The search starts
from the cursor position, and goes in the buffer Direction, i.e. Forward
or Reverse. If the string is not found in this direction, but in the other
direction, then you are asked if you want to change the search direction.
If a match is found, then the cursor is positioned at the beginning of the
found string, which is highlighted.
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One important subtility is the case sensitivity of the search. By default,
the search is case insensitive if the string you specify contains only lower
case characters, e.g. "test" will match "test", "TeST" or any succession of
the letters T,E,S and T independently of their case. But if you specify any
upper case letter, you will find only exactly the same string, i.e. "TesT"
will not find "Test". Notice also that accented characters are treated as
lower case, i.e. searching for "é" will find all possible variants of e, like
e,é,è,ê,E,É,È,Ê. But you can change this default by the commands Do:
Set Case Exact, which will now always require an exact match of the
characters, and allows to search for accented characters. You can revert to
the default by Do: Set Case Noexact.

1.3.1 Searching again
Once you have found a specified string, you may want to find the next
occurrence of the same string. This is done by the Find Next command
obtained either by | PF3 |, or by pressing twice the | Find | key. The direction
of the search is normally the same as the direction of the buffer. However,
if there is no match in that direction but one is found in the other
direction, then you are prompted for confirmation before going there.
This confirmation also changes the search direction for any other Find
Next command. This is displayed on the prompt when using Find. The
case sensitivity of the search is as described for a normal search.

1.3.2 Replacing a string
One usual operation is to search a string, and replace it by a different
one. This is the purpose of the replace command, which can be issued by
Do: REPLACE old new, by | Gold Enter I or | GoldI KP9 I. In the last two
cases, or if omited on the REPLACE command, you are prompted for the
"old" string and the "new" string. An empty "old" string means that the
command is aborted. Notice that if the "old" string contains a space, then
the string should be enclosed in quotation marks, so that the command
parser can recognize what is the old string and what is the new string.
The operation is performed in several steps:

1 The "old" string is sought in the buffer direction, with the same case
sensitivity as a Find command. If the string is not found in that
direction but in the other, you are prompted for confirmation before
going there. If no match is found, the command stops there with a
message.

2 The cursor is placed on the match, which is highlighted, and you are
prompted for a decision. This can be

• Yes or | Return | : The "old" text is deleted, and replaced by the
"new" text. The new text is either put "as is" if we are case
sensitive, i.e. if it contains any upper case character, or its case
is adjusted to the case of the removed string, which can be upper
case, lower case, or capitalized. The next occurrence of the "old"
string is then searched.

1-6
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• No : The old text is kept. The next occurrence of the "old" string is
then searched.

• Last : The text is replaced like if you answer "Y", but the command
stops at this point.

• Quit : The old text is kept, and the command stops.

• All : This occurrence, and all the occurrences in the search
direction are now replaced without prompting for confirmation.
This is fast, but can be VERY destructive. So please handle
with care. When all occurrences in the search direction are
replaced, and if the "old" text is found in the other direction,
you are prompted for authorization to do also all replacements in
the other direction.

3 If the command was not stopped, then the next occurrence of the "old"
string is sought, with confirmation if a change in the search direction
is needed. Step 2 is then repeated, and so on.

1.4 inserting and Deleting text
After moving and searching strings, maybe the more important use of a
text editor is to enter text in a file. EDFOR has two modes of operation,
which are both useful.

• Insert mode : In this mode, the characters you type are inserted in
the existing text, i.e. the right part of the line, from the cursor position
to the end of the line, is displaced right by one slot, so that the typed
character can be inserted. The character is inserted IN FRONT of the
one the cursor is on.

• Overstrike mode : In this mode, the character you type replaces the
one the cursor is on. This previous character is lost, so that you can
not retrieve it from any temporary storage.

By default, all buffers are created in INSERT mode, except the command
buffer, which has the same setting as your DCL session. The command
buffer is the one mapped to the command window, where you type your
commands after pressing the | Do | key. This choice means that you edit
your commands in the command window with the same setting as at DCL
level.

1.4.1 Inserting text
To add normal text, you just type on the normal typing keys. Depending
on the mode, the text is inserted, or overstrikes the existing material. This
sounds simple, however a few cases are worth some discussion:
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1.4.1.1 Reaching the right margin
Each buffer has two associated margins, a left margin, usually 1, and a
right margin, usually the last column of the screen, 80 or 132. When you
type any character after the right margin, the line is automatically split.
This also occurs in Fortran styles when column 72 is reached, but only if
you type on the | Space bar |. The line is not split at the cursor position,
but at the end of the previous word. The beginning of the current word
is then moved on the newly created line, and you can continue typing.
However, EDFOR is smarter than just that. It knows that splitting a
line is a bit more complicated in some "styles", and does that for you. For
example, on a Fortran statement, the new line has a continuation mark on
column 6, and is indented with respect to the previous statement, except
if it was already a continuation line. This is one of the style dependent
features, which will be described in detail in Chapter 2

1.4.1.2 The!
The I Return | key is used to split the line at the cursor position, and move
the text at the right of the cursor on a new line. As for every key, if you
are on the right of the right margin when pressing | Return | , the line is
also automatically split, which may create one extra, empty line. Due to
the automatic splitting mechanism, you should use the Return key only
when you want to start a new paragraph, or a new statement in Fortran.
The creation of a 'continuation' line, in a text or in a language, is fully
automatic.

But sometime you may want to force the creation of a continuation
line. This is easily done by pressing | Gold Return | . This forces the
creation of a continuation line as if you had reached the right margin.

1.4.1.3 The
This key, when at the beginning of a line, is used to insert or delete a
certain number of spaces so that the line is properly indented in the
context. This is quite vague, as in fact the action of the Tab key is style
dependent. If used after the first TAB position in the line, it will insert
some spaces so that the next text starts at a TAB position, usually every
8 columns. Let's take an example of pure text file. Pressing the | Tab |
key at beginning of an empty line will insert 4 spaces, and is intended to
begin a paragraph. If the line is not empty, and contains some spaces at
the beginning, the number of spaces before the first non blank character
is increased or reduced to 4. In Fortran styles, Tab at the beginning of
the line inserts enough spaces so that the statement is aligned with the
previous statement, except if the previous statement requires indentation,
like at the beginning of a DO loop or of an IF( )THEN statement. And if
the rest of the line is a closing statement, like ENDDO or ENDIF, then the
indentation is decremented. The behaviour of the | Tab | key for each style
will be described in Chapter 2. For now on, just remember that it does
automatic alignment of language statements. Try it, you will like it !
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1.4.1.4 The I Enter | key
This key allows to create style dependent constructs in two key strokes.
The possibilities are style dependent. As an example, while editing a
Fortran file, you want to create an IF( )THEN construct as next statement.
It should be indented, have the ELSE and ENDIF clauses. You can type
the 3 statements as you would do with a normal editor. Here, you can just
press I Enter | + (T], This will automatically create the following

This is the line your cursor was on before
IF ( * I THEN
KLRE
KNDIF

and your cursor will be at the "A" position, ready to type the clause of the
IF statement. The statements are aligned as if you had typed | Tab | in
front of them.

These "Enter extensions" can be simple, just inserting a line, or quite
complex like creating a subroutine header. This will be described in the
Chapter 2 for various styles.

1.4.2 Deleting and restoring text
As soon as you start to type text, you want to correct it, which means
deleting part of it. EDFOR gives you several ways of deleting and
restoring text.

1.4.2.1 Delete a character

0 : This key deletes the character to the left of the cursor. If the
cursor is at the beginning of a line, the line separation is erased, which
means that the line the cursor is on is appended to the previous line,
the cursor being on the first character of the moved line.

[TJ : This key deletes the character the cursor is on. If the cursor is at
end of line, the next line is appended to the current one.

1 Gold , I : This key restores the previously erased character. If the last
erased character was a line separator, the lines are re-separated.

1.4.2.2 Delete a word

[£\ or I F13 I : These keys erase the current word, i.e. the word the
cursor is in. The way to separate words is style dependent, but is quite
natural: Space, comma, dot are some of the word separators. In fact,
there are three levels of characters: Space+TAB, other separators,
other characters. A word is the string limited by two increase in
the character level. This means that separators following normal
characters are part of the word, and that a separator between spaces
is a word by itself. What is erased is the complete word, plus all the
separators AFTER the word. The cursor is left on the first character of
the next word. When the cursor is between two words, i.e. on a string
of several spaces, all the spaces are replaced by a single space, and the
cursor is left on the first character of the next word. If the cursor is
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on the single separator between two words, the NEXT word is deleted.
Notice that a line separator is counted as a word.

I Ctrl J I : This key deletes the previous word. If the cursor is in a word,
but not on the first character, this word is deleted. If the cursor is on
the first character of a word, or between words, and independently of
the number of separators, then all the separators and the previous
word are deleted.

1 Gold - I : This key restores the previously erased word. The cursor is
left on the first character of the restored word.

1.4.2.3 Delete ( part of ) a line

I PF4 I : This key erases the entire line the cursor is on. The cursor is
then placed on the beginning of the next line.

I Ctrl U I, I Ctrl X | , | Gold <31 : These keys erase the beginning of the
line, from the start of line to the cursor position. If the cursor is at
beginning of line, this has no effect at all.

I Gold KP2~j : This key erases the end of the line, from the cursor
position to the line terminator. If the cursor is at the end of the line,
the NEXT line is erased.

• I Gold PF4~~] : This key restores the erased line, i.e. the text deleted
by one of the three previous commands. The cursor is left at the
beginning of the restored text. The combination of | PF4 | and several
I Gold PF4~~| is a fast way to replicate several time a line.

1.4.2.4 Delete a block of text
The previous commands act on a small amount of text, with fixed
separators. You may want to move big chunk of text, like swapping
two paragraphs, or part of a line, or more tricky things. The following
commands allow you to delete, restore or copy any part of the text, as long
as it is a contiguous piece. EDFOR is also able to manipulate boxes of
text, this is described in Section 3.5.

• \~\ , I Gold . I or I Select | : These keys allow to indicate where you start
the piece of text you want to act on. This sets a marker, and the text
from this marker to the cursor position is then highlighted in reverse
video, or in bold if you are in Rectangular mode, see Section 3.5. You
can cancel at any time this marker by pressing again one of these three
keys. This selection is used for copying or removing text as explain in
this section, but can be use in other circumstances to perform action
on the whole selected string.

• I KP6 I, I Remove 1 : This key removes the selected text, i.e. from
the point previously marked by one of the Select keys to the cursor
position. The text is removed from the buffer, and stored in a
temporary buffer called the INSERT_HERE buffer. The previous
content of the INSERTJHERE buffer is lost.
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I KP9 I : This key removes the selected text, as with the previous
command, but the removed text is appended to the content of the
INSERTJHERE buffer. This allows to pick-up various parts of the
text, and restore them later in one block. You can easily take all the
FORMAT statement of a subroutine and put them at the end of the
routine.

I Gold Remove | : This key is used to store the selected text in the
INSERTJiERE buffer, but without removing it from the current
buffer. This is useful to copy some code from a reference file, which can
be read-only, or that we don't want to save because it was modified...

• I Insert Herë~|, | Gold KP6 \ : These two keys are copying the content of
the INSERT_HERE buffer at the cursor position. The text is always
inserted, even in Overstrike mode. The content of the INSERTJHERE
buffer is not altered, so that you can copy it several time.

1.5 Buffers, Files and windows
The text you are editing is part of a BUFFER, a block of memory which
has some attributes. Usually, you want this buffer to be associated with a
FILE so that the content is saved when you exit EDFOR, or read in when
you want to modify it. To make the buffer visible on your screen, you
have to map the buffer to a WINDOW, a portion of your screen where the
cursor can be displayed. Several commands are available to manipulate
these objects. This section will describe only the basic ones, please refer to
Section 3.6 for more commands.

1.5.1 Buffers
As normally buffer are named from the file you are editing, and as the
actions are more described in terms of file ( like read and save ) than of
buffer, there is a limited number of commands for buffers.

• I Gold B I Do: BUFFER name : This is used to map a buffer to the
current window. If the name you have specified, in the command line
or in response to a prompt, is ambiguous, then a small menu is built
with the list of valid answers. You have to move the cursor up or down
with the arrow keys to select your answer, the last line being a "do
nothing" option. If the buffer does not exist, a new buffer is created,
which is not related to a file and has a neutral style. This is usually
not the best way to create the text of a new fie, it is easier to use the
GET command in this case.

• I Gold ? I : This key displays the list of your user buffers, i.e. not
including EDFOR internal ones, and allows you to act on these buffers.
This is a sort of menu, where you move up and down with the arrow
key, to place the cursor on the buffer you are interested in, and then
press one of the allowed keys:

• I Select I or (T] : The buffer is selected and mapped to the current
window.

• I Insert Her<T~] : The buffer is written to its default file.
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• I Remove | : The buffer is deleted, without being saved. As you can
loose some work, you are prompted for confirmation if the buffer
has been modified. You can then either Abort, Write the buffer
before deletion, or only Delete it.

You can also type any other command at this time, only the described
keys have their meaning modified when the list of buffers is
displayed...

1.5.2 Reading and Saving files
A few basic commands allow to read and write files. It should be noted
that the presence of a file name on the command line when activating
EDFOR is converted internally to a GET with that file name, so that the
description of this command applies also to the processing of the command
line argument. Notice also that the need to write explicitly the file is
limited, as EXIT will write all the modified buffers, and QUIT will request
a confirmation if a file was not saved before exiting. Remember also that
you can write the buffer to a file when using the | Gold ? | display, using
the I Insert Here | key.

• I Gold G I or Do: GET xxx : This creates a new buffer with the file
name ( excluding device and directory ) as buffer name, and tries
to read the specified file into the buffer. If a buffer with that name
already exist, but with a different file name, you are prompted for a
new buffer name, which should not already exist. If the buffer with
the same name contains the same file, you receive a message and this
buffer becomes your current buffer. If you want to re-read the file
because you made a major mistake, you should first delete the buffer
using the ] Gold ? | sub-command | Remove | before trying to get again
the file. If your file specification contains wildcards: ... in the directory
specification, * or % anywhere, and if more than one file matches the
specification, then a small menu of the possible files is displayed, and
you have to move up and down with the arrow keys to the wanted file,
then press | Return | . Notice that the last line is a "Do nothing" option.
The style of the created buffer is set according to the file name and
type. If the file does not exist, then possible style specific action may
occur, as explained in Chapter 2.

• Do: READ xxx : This is essentially the GET command, but the buffer
is set to read-only, so that it can not be modified, and then you will
never attempt to save it automatically.

• I Gold I I or Do: INCLUDE xxx : This key includes the specified file
before the line the cursor is on. As for GET, you can specify wildcard
in the file specification, and a menu pops up in case of ambiguity.

• Do: WRITE writes the current buffer to its default file. You are
prompted for a file if the buffer is NOT associated to a file. You can
also specify a file, so that the buffer is written to this file.

• I Gold S I : This keys writes also the buffer to a file, but you must
specify a file in response to the prompt.
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I Gold Y~| writes the content of the INSERT_HERE buffer to a file you
will specify. This is handy to split a buffer into two files. One can also
create an empty buffer and Insert the INSERT_HERE buffer.

1.5.3 Manipulating windows

1.6 Help

As explained earlier, the default configuration is to have one user window,
whose height is the screen height minus two lines. However this can be
altered, and EDFOR supports multiple windows, allows to change the
screen width and so on.

The default behaviour of the width is Automatic width, which means
that the horizontal size of the window and the font used to display
characters is altered so that the text will be as completely displayed
as possible. EDFOR uses two default width: "Small", which is your screen
width when activating EDFOR if lower than 125 characters, as this is
what can be displayed on a workstation with the big font, 80 characters by
default, and "Big" which is 132 columns. If all the displayed buffers have
a right margin lower or equal to "Small", then the width of the screen is
set to "Small", if not then EDFOR uses the "Big" width. This behaviour
can be altered either temporarily or permanently, see Section 3.6.3

• I F7 I : This key splits the current window into two approximately equal
windows, both displaying the same buffer. You can split a window as
long as the new window can be 2 lines high, one line for the text and
one line for the status.

Gold Next Screen | : These keys move the cursor from
one window to the next one, next means below. When on the bottom
window, the cursor is put back on the top window.

I Gold F8 ] or I Gold Prev Screen "| : These keys move the cursor to the
previous window, the one over the current one. As expected, when on
the top window, the cursor is put on the bottom one.

I Gold F7 I : This key suppresses the current window. The previous
window, i.e. the one below or the one over if this was the bottom
window, is expanded to use the space of the deleted window. The
cursor is put in this previous window.

You have already an idea of the many possibilities of EDFOR. A
comprehensive help system is then needed, and provided. It can be divided
in two parts: Help on the keypad commands, displaying keypad diagrams
and allowing a small help on any key, or access to the OpenVMS HELP
facility, with a lot on EDFOR itself.
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1.6.1 Help on keys
There are three and a half possible displays. They all function the same
way: A nice picture is displayed on your screen, showing various parts of
the keypad with a somewhat mnemonic string on each key. You can then
type ANY key, simple or compound like | Gold A | or | Ctrl B |, and a one line
description of the function of this key will be displayed on the last line of
the screen. For ANY key, except the [ Return | key, which is used to go back
to normal editing. Notice that this one line help on a key can be obtained
at any time with | Gold H |

• I PF2 I : This OpenVMS standard help key displays the numeric keypad
layout and the meaning of the control keys.

• I Gold PF2 "I : This key displays the meaning of the Gold prefixed keys.

• I Help I : This VT200 key displays the VT200 keypad, with all F-keys,
editing keypad and numeric keypad.

• On some styles, | Enter | then | PF2 | displays the list of valid "Enter
extensions" as described in Section 1.4.1.4.

1.6.2 Help command
The Do: HELP xxx command allows to access the large world of help
available in OpenVMS. The first word of the argument given to the
command is used to select which help file is accessed.

• VMS : The rest of the command is sent to the standard OpenVMS help
facility, with access to everything...

• EVE : The rest of the command is matched against DEC provided
EVE editor, on top of which EDFOR is built. This can explain
standard commands or very specialized one which are not changed
in EDFOR. As you can also access information which is not true when
running EDFOR, you should be careful in interpreting the information
provided.

• TPU : The rest of the command if interpreted as a query to the
VAXTPU or DECTPU help files, which describes the language in which
EDFOR is written. This is for experts...

• xxx$yyyy : When tho first word starts with one of the standard three
letters plus dollar string, then this is interpreted as a query on the
system service or RTL service like SYS$, LIB$, SMG$ and so on.

• F$xxx : This is converted to an help on the corresponding DCL lexical
function

• Other: The query is on the EDFOR help file itself.

When processing the help command, EDFOR is quite close to the
behaviour of the DCL HELP command: When a topic is displayed, you
can select a subtopic to be displayed by just specifying the subtopic, or
go up one level by pressing | Return [ at the prompt. But you can also use
I Next Screen | and | Prev Screen | to scroll in the displayed text. You exit
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from the help by either typing | R&turn | up to the top of the help tree, or
pressing | Ctrl Z | at any time.

You can check the correct spelling of your files in two ways: Either using
your system speller ( DCL command $ SPELL file_name ), by saving the
file and issuing this command in a subprocess. This is easily performed
using the Do: Spell Buffer command. Or using the in-flight spell checker,
which checks the correct spelling of each word just as you type it, allowing
immediate correction. To avoid spurious errors, the speller works only on
TeX, Runoff, Mail, Text and Document styles. You can not spell in-flight a
Fortran program, as your variables will probably not have a valid spelling
! You can enable or disable the spelling at any time, thru the command
I Gold ' I. This in-flight speller can be automatically activated for these
styles, see Section 4.4 The basis of this spell checker is a program using
hash functions and a lookup table which comes from Maki Sekigushi at
Fermilab. Some logical names have to be defined, see Section 4.1.2. The
speller works when called from CALLABLE TPU if the logical names are
system defined, and if VMS installed if called from a privileged image like
MAIL.

1.7.1 Method cf operation
When activated, the speller is called for each word you end with a TAB,
space or Return. The word is first filtered, to eliminate Runoff, TeX and
Vax Document keywords, and to eliminate file or logical names ( presence
of a period or a dollar sign ). If it survives, then the word is sent to the
callable speller, a program written in C which checks the word against a
dictionary.

It is claimed that, the speller contains 25000 words in its dictionary. The
hart of this spelling checker is the hash-search method. The hash method
uses eleven different functions, each cf which maps a word (ASCII values)
to a certain bit location in a 400000 bit table. For a given word, it checks
all 11 bits whose addresses are calculated from those functions; a word
corresponds to a certain bit-pattern. If all the etaven bits are on, the word
is declared to be there. In this way the 400000 bit table acts as a 25000
word dictionary. This method requires only small CPU time and a very
little disk space for the program image and dictionary. The 25000 word
dictionary is just 99 blocks. This is why it can perform the interactive
checking in the editor, where the minimum overhead and CPU time are
required. In addition, the program uses very efficient handling for both
prefixes and suffixes, by which it can reduce the number of words in the
dictionary. This dictionary recognise British AND American spelling.

Any kind of combination of correct-spelled prefixes + right word is valid
such as: superparticle, supersuperparticle, prequark, preprequark,
superprequark, electroweak, electromagnetic, superinteraction,
pseudoelectroweak. The followings are the valid prefixes: "anti", "bio",
"dis", "electro", "en", "fore", "hyper", "intra", "inter", "iso", "kilo", "magneto",
"meta", "micro", "milli", "mis", "mono", "multi", "non", "out", "over", "photo",
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1.7.2 Commands

"poly", "pre", "pseudo", "re", "semi", "stereo", "sub", "super", "thermo",
"ultra", "under", "un",

The case of the word is relevant: A word entered in lowercase like 'test' in
the dictionary ( general or personal ) is right spelled as 'test', Test', and
'TEST'. A word entered as 'Test' is right spelled as Test' and 'TEST', a
word entered as 'teSt' is right spelled as 'teSt' and TeSt', and if entered as
'TEST', this is the only spelling.

If a word contains non-alphabetic characters between words, they act
as separators, and each individual component ia tested. The word is
recognised as correctly spelled only if all elements are correct. Single
alphabetic letters are by definition correctly spelled.

You may have a personal dictionary, which is created the first
time you use the speller. This is the file pointed at by the logical
name SPELL$PERSON_DICT which is usually SYS$LOGIN:MY_
DICTIONARY.DICT . You can enter new words in this dictionary either
by pressing | gold Insert Here | when the speller has detected a unknown
word, by the command Do: SPELL INSERT word, or just by editing
your personal dictionary file. If you find missing words of general interest,
please send them to VXCERN: :CALLOT or CALLOT@VXCRNA.CERN.CH
for inclusion in the nert release of the dictionary.

Do: SPELL ON turns spelling on. It requires a few seconds to load
the dictionary. After that, each time you hit Space, Tab or Return,
the previous word is checked against the dictionary. Any unknown
word is tagged in reverse video, and a message appears in the message
window.

Do: SPELL OFF turns spelling off. Turning it on again later is faster
than the first time, as the dictionary doesn't need to be read again.

I Gold ' I is a flip-flop between the two command: If the spelling is on, it
turns it off, and vice versa.

Do: SPELL ACCEPT word adds a word to the dictionary
temporarily ( i.e. during the editing session ). You are prompted
for the word if omitted.

Do: SPELL INSERT word adds a word in the personal dictionary.
This word will then have a valid spelling forever. This can also be
done simply by pressing | Gold Insert Here | , as indicated by the error
message, when a faulty word is detected by the speller. The faulty
word is then placed in the personal dictionary.

Do: SPELL IT spells the current buffer from the current position to
the end of the buffer. It stops at the first misspelled word, or at the
end of the buffer.
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Do: SPELL BUFFER saves the buffer, and calls the system SPELL
command for the file. This of course requires that a DCL command
SPELL is available on your system... Because the speller can change
the file, the new version of the file is read into the buffer at the end of
the command.
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2.1 What is a style

The concept of "style" is one of the major features of EDFOR. This means
that, when editing a given file, the editor knows what sort of file you are
editing, and knows a few rules about what should be done in various
cases. This applies mainly to editing source files for a language compiler,
like Fortran or C, or source files for a text processor like TeX or Vax
Document. But this may also apply in other circumstances like when
editing a Mail message, or for some experiment documentation files. This
chapter will describe the places where the style influence the behaviour of
EDFOR, and then review the most popular styles.

A "style" can be described as a set of rules or commands valid only in the
context of certain text files, intended for a certain usage. The purpose
of these rules and commands is to help you concentrate on the content
of your file, and automatize the framing and the checking of technical
constraints.

2.1.1 Which style ?
The style of the file is automatically selected from the name and extension
of the file you are editing. EDFOR knows many selection rules, essentially
based on the file extension, which allow an automatic style selection. This
can be changed by defining some variables in your customization file, see
Section 4.4.7. But you can force a given style to any buffer you are editing
by the command Do: STYLE xxx. This can be useful when editing files
with non-standard extensions, or for temporarily using features of another
style. The name of the style associated to the buffer is displayed on the
status line. If you don't see it, it's because you are using the "Neutral"
style, which has no special attributes.

2.1.2 When is it used ?
As explained in details in Section 4.3.1, a style is internally defined by the
answer to eight possible questions which EDFOR asks during processing
of some commands. Seen from the user point of view, the style influence
essentially 4 domains: Line splitting, Tab key, Enter extensions, and other
features.
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2.1.2.1 Line splitting
As described earlier, the line is automatically split when you type a
character outside the buffer margins, or when you type a space over
column 72 in Fortran styles. Basically, EDFOR finds the beginning of the
current word, split the line at this point, and then opens a new line where
the current word is placed. The style dependent action occurs during the
opening of the new line, to decide what should be put at the beginning of
the line, or even at the end of the previous line. This action can also be
manually triggered at any location on a line by pressing | Gold Return |.

2.1.2.2 The TAB key
The I Tab | usage is a bit complex to describe, but simple to use. First, one
must understand that the first function of the TAB key is to define where
the useful part of the line should begin. Then, according to the position of
the cursor with respect to the first tab position, either the useful part of
the line is displaced to start at the expected point, and the cursor is moved
to this point, if it was to the left of this point, or some spaces are added to
move the cursor to an integer multiple of the TAB step. For some styles,
real ASCII TAB can also be used... In short, TAB at beginning of line will
place the cursor at the correct point to start a new statement or line. TAB
in the middle of a line will move to the next predefined column, which are
equally spaced.

2.1.2.3 Enter extensions
On most styles, frequent constructs can be easily generated using the
I Enter | key followed by one character, usually a letter. Each style has its
own list of possibilities, which can be viewed by 1 Enter | followed by I PF2 |
For most computer languages, and if applicable, we have the following
extensions:

• D creates a DO loop.

• I creates an IF block. '

• C declares a character variable.

• J declares an integer variable.

• R declares a real variable.

• K builds a comment block.

• V saves the buffer in a file and compile it.

For text processing styles, like TeX or Vax Document, we have if
applicable:

• 1, 2, 3 creates (sub) sections at various levels.

• P starts a new paragraph.

But most of the possibilities are style dependent, and you should use the
help on it, and try them to understand what they do.
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2.1.2.4 Other style dependent features
When a buffer is empty, and is set to a style, then a call is made to the
style procedure to ( optionally ) preset the buffer with an useful header.
This can be a procedure frame, the date and signature of a MAIL file, or
any other action. This will be described for the various styles where it is
relevant.

It is possible to change the list of word separators for each style, so that
some characters are or are not recognised as such.

It is possible to define a procedure to ALIGN the code, see Section 4.3.1

The Step is an attribute of the buffer, displayed in the end-of-buffer
marker. It is used to know how to indent the text when using TAB. It can
be changed any time by the command Dos SET STEP n.

In Fortran styles, a check is performed on the length of non-comment lines
when writing files, or upon exit, to detect characters over column 72, that
the compiler will normally ignore. This test can be bypassed by denning
the user variable edf$fortran_extended_source if you usually compile
with the /EXTENDED_SOURCE option, see Section 4.4.3.

2.2 Basic styles

2.2.1 Neutral and Text
The first and most basic style is the neutral style. There is no name,
and this style is given when no other style is selected. There is no Enter
key, no empty buffer action. The default Step is 4, then the first TAB
position is at column 5, and the next every 8 columns starting at column
9. When splitting a line, the new line keeps the same indentation as the
previous one, except if the previous one is the first in a paragraph, i.e.
preceded by an empty line. In this case, the indentation is decremented
by the Step, unless the paragraph starts by list markers, like numbers,
parenthesis, stars, in which case the new line is aligned on the first
alphabetic character of the previous line, to allow nice lay-out of lists. This
is clearly intended for normal text.

The Text style is almost identical to the neutral one, but more oriented
for text or documentation. This is the default for files with extension
.TXT and .DOC. The speller can be active, and is automatically activated
if asked for, and the filling of paragraphs by | Gold F | does not require
confirmation.

2.2.2 FORTRAN 77
Style name is "FORTRAN 77" and is chosen for file types .FOR,
.FORTRAN or .INC, but we have to select between FORTRAN 77 and
VAX FORTRAN: For DELPHI, all Fortran files are VAX FORTRAN style.
The selection is done according to the value of edf$default_vax_fortran:

• negative : Every file is FORTRAN 77.
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zero ( default ) : The style is FORTRAN 77 only when the file name is
at most 6 characters and doesn't contain an underscore. Otherwise the
style is VAX FORTRAN.

positiv? : Every file is VAX FORTRAN

2.2.2.1 Defaults
The margin is set to 79, and the TAB step to the value of edf$default_
step_fortran , normally 2. The first tab position is in column 7 by default
( i.e. for the first line ). TAB stops are every 2 columns. If the file is
empty, we generate a frame: You choose PROGRAM ( in this case you
can have the experiment's logo ), FUNCTION, SUBROUTINE, COMMON,
with name taken from the file name, or none. If you select FUNCTION,
you are prompted for the type of function ( INTEGER, REAL, LOGICAL,
CHARACTER ).

2.2.2.2 The TAB key
We try to determine the correct indentation: We look for the previous
Fortran line that is neither a comment ( C ! or * in column 1 ) nor a
continuation line ( non space in column 6 ). If no previous line is found,
the first tab is in column 7, otherwise, we measure the indentation of the
current line, and look to see if we want more indentation for the new line.
This occurs after any statement of the form of one of these lines :

DO . . =
IF ( ... ) THEN
ELSE
ELSEIF (...) THEN
STRUCTURE 1 . . I
MAP
UNION

where the indentation is incremented by the tab step.

If the TAB is typed in any column before the first TAB position , except for
column 1, we look to see if the beginning of the line is a statement label.
If so, we right align the label in column 5, and a normal indentation is
performed, as described in the previous paragraph.

If the rest of the line after the cursor marks the end of a construct which
should be indented inside, as given by this list:

ELSE
END IF
END DO
END STRUCTURE
END MAP
END UNION

then the indentation is decremented by the Step.
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2.2.2.3 Line splitting
When a Fortran line goes over column 72 ( or the right margin value for
a comment line ), we split the line at the end of the last complete word.
We avoid splitting inside a string, i.e. if there is an unbalanced number
of quotation marks in the line, then we go back to the last opening quote.
Notice that quotes in an inline comment, the possible quote used in a
read/write statement to access a file by records are not misinterpreted.
And that two consecutive quotes are ignored, as this means a single quote
in a string. The remaining text is put on a new line, with some prefixed
text which depends on the type of the current line.

• The current line contains an inline comment character !, then the new
line will be a comment line with the ! comment character at the same
offset.

• If the current line is a comment ( C or * in column 1 ), the new line
will be a comment with up to 40 leading characters copied from the
previous line, as long as these characters are spaces or = + - *. This is
done to keep the indentation of the comment lines.

• If the current line is a continuation ( i.e. has any non blank character
in column 6 ), then we keep the same beginning of line up to the first
non blank character after column 6.

• For the remaining normal fortran lines, we generate a continuation
line indented by the Step with respect to the previous line.

• D lines are split as normal lines, as they contain code, but the D is
also propagated on the continuation lines.

All this technical description seems very complicated but in fact, it works
well, and you usually don't need to know all these things. Just in case of
problems ...

2.2.2.4 Enter extensions
These extensions are experiment dependent. The list is obtained by the
online help, which should be more accurate than a written documentation.
A few comments:

• When generating a DO loop with | Enter | + | D |, we used labelled DO
loop. The label is chosen from the context: we try to use the previous
label plus 10, or the next label plus 10 if no previous label in the
subroutine. If this label exist, we try all labels with an increment of
one from the previous label. The computed value is always proposed
before being used, so that you can change it. But the non existence of
this label will be tested before being used.

• When generating an IF( ... ) THEN structure with | Enter | + Q], and
if the cursor is at the end of an ELSE statement, the statement is
transformed into an ELSEIF(...) THEN and another ELSE statement
is created.

• When compiling the buffer with | Enter | + [V], all the Fortran buffers
are also saved after confirmation so that the compiler will access
the correct version of possible include files. Also, if the compilation
produces some errors, markers are set in the code so that you can
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review the errors and fix them easily. If this occurs, a message tells
you how many errors have been seen, and to point to them by | Ctrl N |
for the next error and | Ctrl p | for the previous one.

• 1 Enter | + [TJ extract from the current routine all the DO, IF, ELSE,
ENDIF, ENDDO statements, plus the current statement, and display
them in a temporary buffer. This allows to understand the structure,
and detect the unclosing of blocks. You can then move up and down
in the list, and have to press | Return | to resume standard editing, like
when using the command ALL.

Some commands work only in FORTRAN or Vax FORTRAN styles, see
Section 3.9.1 and Section 3.9.2.

2.2.3 FORTRAN Vax
This style is very close from the previous one. Style name is "VAX
FORTRAN" and is chosen for file types .FOR, .FORTRAN or . INC,
but we have to select between FORTRAN 77 and VAX FORTRAN: For
DELPHI, all Fortran files are VAX FORTRAN style. The selection is done
according to the value of edf$defauH_vax_fortran:

• negative : Every file is FORTRAN 77.

• zero ( default ) : The style is FORTRAN 77 only when the file name is
at most 6 characters and doesn't contain an underscore. Otherwise the
style is VAX FORTRAN.

• positive : Every file is VAX FORTRAN

All other properties are identical, with a few exceptions:

• The default Step is given by the variable ed£$default_step_vax_
fortran, which also defaults to 2.

• The DO loop generated by | Enter | + | D | is a non labelled do loop.

• There are more extension, to define RECORD, STRUCTURE, UNION,
MAP and DO WHILE.

• The subroutine headers, as defined in fact by the experiment file, are
independent.

2.2.4 Other FORTRAN like styles
These styles are for code manager input, which usually contain control
records and FORTRAN statements. One difference is that you can NOT
compile these buffers, for obvious reasons.

2.2.4.1 PATCHY
This style is used usually for .CRA and .CAR files, and is very close to
FORTRAN 77, except that the subroutine header contains a +PATCH card,
and that indentation is not propagated across Patchy control records.
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2.2.4.2 HISTORIAN
This is also very close from FORTRAN 77, and is usually used for .CRA,
.CORR and .INPUT files. The subroutine header contains the Historian
control record, and indentation is not propagated across control records.

2.2.5
The name is C_Language and is given to .C and .H files. This styles
supports the use of ASCII TAB completely: The default Step is given by
the variable edf$default_step_c, usually 2. If you set it to O, then we will
use ASCII Tabs to indent the source. This is also true if your file contains
already ASCII Tabs. The keys [Q and [T] have a special behaviour, the
indentation is decremented in the first case, and forced to O in the second
case, to correspond to the use of these characters in the language.

2.2.5.1 Indentation
When pressing I Return |, a new line is created with the correct indentation,
without using the TAB key. The indentation is the same as in the previous
line, except at the beginning of a block or if this is a continuation line,
detected if the previous line does not end with ; / or TAB . Inside a
comment block, the comment is aligned from one line to the next one.

You can compile a buffer, with marking of errors and use of | Ctrl N | and
I Ctrl P I to position later on errors. You can also load include files, see
Section 3.9.1

2.2.6 Other languages
The following styles are also distributed, with some Enter extensions:

• PASCAL for .PAS. files, with indentation and Enter extensions.

• Vax Macro for .MAR files, with real ASCII TAB and Enter extensions.

• 68000 Assembler for .ASM files, with almost no extensions

• 68000 Real Time Fortran for .FTN files. This is essentially VAX
FORTRAN plus a switch to write assembler code.

• VAXTPU for .TPU files, useful to maintain this editor. This style
contain indentation, line splitting, Enter extension with call to the
'compiler'.

• MMS for .MMS files. This is not completely a language, but the file
must be structured. Some extensions to specify the compilation of
various files.
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2.2.7 Text Processing
The styles related to text processing are mainly there for their Enter
extensions. They also have the speller activable. Another useful feature is
the default frame generated when the buffer is empty.

• RUNOFF : This style is for all files whose type starts with .RN . On
empty buffer a default frame is generated. Enter extension allow to
perform usual commands. RUNOFF can be run on the buffer, so that
errors can be spotted easily.

• TeX : This is given for .TEX files, creates a frame if the buffer is
empty. Enter extension are available, and also execution of TEX on
the file.

• LaTeX : This is not attributed by default to any file, but can be done
by a statement like s tandard_ex tension |".TEX") := "LATEX"; in your
customization file. A frame for an A4 article is generated if the buffer
is empty. LATEX can be run on the file.

• VAX DOCUMENT : This is for .SDML files. Lines are indented inside
a list element, so that the structure stays visible. A default frame is
produced if the buffer is empty. If a procedure vax_document_logo is
defined, it is executed when creating the frame, just at the beginning
of the front page. This is intended to produce your favourite logo on
the front page of your documents.

• SGML, for .SGML files, is mainly to fill an empty buffer, and to easily
produce accented characters.

•* SCRIPT, for .SCRIPT filesm is to produce CERNpaper documents.

2.2.8 Other

2.2.8.1 MAIL
This style is given to files with type .MAIL, or with name starting with
MAIL_ or DECWMAIL-, as these are the file names internally used by
MAIL. The main purpose is to generate a time stamp and a signature
when the buffer is empty, and to activate the speller. When replying to a
MAIL, the original mail is displayed on the bottom window while editing
the reply in the top one. You can also include the original message in your
reply, and in this case it can be indented by a user defined string, see
Section 4.4.5. Notice that if the variable edf$author_signature is blank
or undefined, you are prompted for it when you use this style, and that
the answers are saved in your customization file. You can also define a
signature file in place.
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2.2.8.2 DCL
This is for OpenVMS command files. The TAB key has the nice property to
put the dollar sign in the first column. Indentation is performed in the IF
blocks. It is possible to use ASCII TAB characters if the variable edf$dcl_
ascii_tab is set to 1. The line splitting mechanism recognize a comment,
and aligns the ! marker on the next line. If not, the continuation mark
is added at the end of the line, and the new one is indented and has no
dollar sign.

2.2.8.3 Other
As the number of styles is not limited, but just rely on the existence of a
file in EDFOR$SRC:, many other styles may exist on your installation.
Look at the content of the file to find the author, or to understand the
feature it can give, or just try the experimental approach: set this style for
a buffer, and see what it does for you. Creating new styles is described in
Section 4.3.1.
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This chapter is for users already familiar with the basic features. It
describes more complex commands and tricks... EDFOR is built on top of
EVE, the DEC provided editor. This means that all commands of EVE can
be typed. However, they may not always work as expected. For example,
changing the keypad to WPS is not supported by EDFOR. New commands
can easily be created by you, see Section 4.3 for guidelines.

3.1 General commands

3.1.1 The Do commands
When entering a line command with the | Do | key, commands can be
truncated as long as they are unambiguous. The resolution of ambiguities
is global, i.e. if you type a command line Do: S WID, then the parser will
try to find all commands whose first word starts with S and second word
start with WID. Even if there are plenty of commands starting with S, and
several whose second word starts with WID, the combination is unique,
and then accepted.

3.1.1.1 Ambiguous commands
In the case the command is ambiguous, the list of possible meaning of
your input is displayed with the usual CHOICE mechanism: A new
window pops up, displaying the valid answers, one per line. You can move
the cursor up or down with the arrows, or using the | Next Screen | or
I Prev Screen ] to position on your choice. The last line is always an abort
command. When on the selected line, press | Return | or | Select | and the
corresponding choice is selected. This can occur when the command is
ambiguous, or when a parameter is ambiguous, like when you select a file
using wildcards or when you select a buffer or a style.

3.1.1.2 Editing the commands
The command windows behaves essentially like the DCL command
interpreter. You can

• Recall the previous command by | Ctrl B | . This can be done at any
time, and will display the last command entered, with the cursor ready
to edit the command. If already in the command window, it will recall
the previous line, and all previous commands are available. They are
stored in the buffer "COMMANDS".

• When in the command window, you can recall the previous or next
command with the | Up | and | Down | arrows.
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3.1.2 Aborting

3.1.3 Repeating

• You can also edit the command, using the I Right | and I Left | keys. The
mode of the command buffer, Insert or Overstrike, is set by default
according to you DCL settings. So the characters you type are either
inserted or they overstrike the existing ones. This can be changed as
usual.

• All editing keys are working in the command buffer. You can then
delete words, move by words, and so on. Just be aware that the
direction is set to Reverse by default, which is a bit surprising. You
can use | Insert Here"! to copy text into the command line...

Note that due to OpenVMS limitations, you can only retrieve with the up
arrow the previous line when prompted for a value inside a command.

When entering commands from keys, for most commands requesting
parameters, the corresponding line command and parameters are saved in
the command buffer, so that you can in principle retrieve them for later
modification. In particular, the first command stored in the command
buffer is the GET command from the file specified on the command line.
When you specify a file with wildcards, only your selected choice is saved
in the command buffer.

It may occur that for some reason, bug in the editor or in some procedure
you have created, it may occur that EDFOR starts to loop forever. You
may also want to interrupt an operation which takes forever because it is
not what you want. You have two choices:

1 j Ctrl C I : This interrupts the execution of the command, giving you
back control. This sounds good. However, from then on, you are no
more safe, as you can no more repeat the operation. Another | Ctrl C |
will act as | Ctrl Y | which has a very different effect. And journaling (
see Section 3.8 ) is unsafe after editing being interrupted that way. It
is then strongly suggested that you EXIT after this accident.

2 I Ctrl Y I or | F6 | : This is the standard OpenVMS abort, where you are
back at DCL level. You can type CONTINUE and you are back in
EDFOR. If you type any other command, your editing work is lost. It
is then time to practice recoveries, see Section 3.8.

Another general interest key is | Ctrl W | , which refresh the screen. This
may be needed after a I Ctrl Y ], or in some other cases where your screen
has been a bit destroyed. As all broadcast messages are trapped in the
message window, this should not occur in normal condition. But spurious
characters may appears due to faulty line, bug in a terminal emulator, and
so on.

EDFOR provides two methods to repeat commands. The first one allows to
repeat a given number of time a keystroke. The second one allow to repeat
any as complicated as you want sequence.
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3.1.3.1 Repeat key
In order to repeat n time the action of the key X, which can be a typing
key or an action key, with Gold and Ctrl prefixes, just type | PF1 | , the
number using the main keypad numeric keys, then the wanted key. For
example, to move down 43 line, you can type | PF1 | [~4~| QT] | Down |. Only
one single key can not be repeated, the | Gold KP3 | one, as will be seen
in Section 3.3. As you can repeat a Learn Sequence, there may be a
lot of screen activity while repeating e.g. 1000 times a find and replace
sequence. You can then disable the screen update during the repetition by
typing I Remove | between the number and the key to be repeated. But this
may be disastrous if your repeated command prompts for input at some
point: The prompt will not be displayed ! To be used with care.

3.1.3.2 Redefining a key
You can assign any line command to a key: First, type | Ctrl K | . You are
then prompted for the line command to be associated, and then for the
key to assign this command to. Use a not frequently used key, to avoid
troubles. My favourite one is | Fi 7 | because I never use it normally. The
key can not be a typing key, nor the Gold key, nor the Do key for obvious
reasons. As Do: commands can not be repeated with the Gold-number
method, you can use this key definition trick to overcome this limitation if
needed.

3.1.3.3 Learn and replay
It may occur that you have to perform a complex operation several time,
and would like to avoid typing again and again the same command.
EDFOR provides a mechanism so that it can learn a sequence of
commands, and replay them at will. The sequence is:

1 Press the I Ctrl L j key. This starts the Learn sequence.

2 Type all the commands, key, text actions you want to do.

3 Press the | Ctrl R | key, as indicated by the message issued on the first
action. You are then prompted for the key to be associated with this
learned seqence.

4 Press the key you want. As before, choose a key you don't use a lot. Of
course, the key can not be the Gold key or the Do key. It can also not
be part of the key sequence just learned, for obvious reasons.

After that, you can replay the sequence at will by just pressing the !earned
key. You can even use the Gold-number repeat mechanism on this key.

You have to be careful with searching string in a learn sequence. The
execution of the sequence will normally be aborted if the search is
unsuccessful. But if you repeat the command, then commands before
the search will be executed again and again at the same place... You
should then have the search as the first part of your learn sequence, if you
intend to repeat it abruptly. On the other end, if you want to perform an
action when you have found a given string, but not always, you should put
the search at the end of the sequence. In this case, you can decide if you
want to perform the e.g. replacement on this occurence, or just go to the
next one by | PF3 |.
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3.2 Searching and Moving

3.2.1 Searching for special places

I Gold . I or Do: LINE nnn allows you to go to the line 'nnn' in the
current buffer. On Vax/VMS, the line number in the buffer is not
the line number indicated by the Fortran compiler or the run time
traceback. To find this line, which is counted by subroutine and counts
also the content of the include files, you should use the command
ROUTINE described in Section 3.9.

Do: GO TO a_mark positions the cursor on a place previously
marked with Do: MARK a_mark. "a_mark" is an arbitrary name
that you should remember. As you usually use only one mark, EDFOR
provides its own mark, called EDFOR-MARK, associated with t'-vo
keys: | Gold X |marks the cursor position, an ' I GoIdJ |jumps back to
the previously marked cursor position.

I Gold ) I or I Gold ( I : When the cursor is on an opening or closing
parenthesis, normal, squared or curly, i.e. on any of ( ) [ ] ( } , any of
these two keystrokes will place the cursor on the corresponding ( same
family ) closing or opening character at the same nesting level. If the
cursor is on an opening parenthesis, we search forward the matching
closing parenthesis. If the cursor is on a closing parenthesis, we search
in the reverse direction the matching opening parenthesis. A message
is issued if you are not on a correct character, or if there is no match.

I KP7 I searches the next ASCII Form Feed. This character may be
inserted in the text by pressing | Ctrl F | , or may be a page break
produced by some processor.

I Gold P I searches the next beginning of page in a FORTRAN output
file, i.e. a 1 in column 1. This can also be used when editing the source
of an Help file, to find the next topic.

I Gold KP3~] searches the next two consecutive spaces on the current
line. This is an easy way to go at a place where another input is
expected after using an Enter extension on some language. The
main use is for DO loop arguments. Notice that this key can not be
repeated by the Gold-number mechanism, as Gold-number-gold-KP3
has another meaning described in Section 3.3.

Do: BIG puts the cursor at the end of the longest line in your buffer,
at the last occurrence if several lines have the same length. This can
be used to understand why EDFOR uses a wide window for a file you
thought has only lines shorter than 80 characters for example.
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3.2.2 Searching for complex strings

3.3 Adding text

Do: AIX string or Do: ALL stringl op string2 : This command
displays all lines where the string, or the combination of strings,
occurs. As usual, if a string contains a space, it should be enclosed in
quotation marks. The possible combination of strings are defined by
the "op" character:

• & means that you want stringl AND string2 to select a line.

• I means that you want stringl OR string2 to select a line.

• - means that you want stringl but NOT string2 n select a line.

If any line matches the search, then a menu is displayed with the
list of lines, prefixed by their number. The last line is as usual a "do
nothing" command. When this list is displayed, you can as usual ( see
Section 3.1.1.1 ) select the line you want. However, you can also use:

• I Find j to find the next selected line containing the string you will
specify. As lines are not completely displayed, this may be useful.

• I Select I to restrict again the list to those line, within the selected
ones, containing also the string you will specify.

After selecting the line, you press ) Return | and you are positioned in
the buffer on the selected line.

I Gold Find | or Do: WDLDCARD FIND allows you to search strings
not completely specified, i.e. using wildcards. If you do not specify
any wildcard, then this is absolutely identical to the standard FIND
command. A complete list of wildcards can be displayed with the
EVE command Do: SHOW WILDCARD, with | Next Screen"! and
I Prev Screen | to scan the list, exit by the | Do | key. The most important
and useful ones are:

• * multicharacter wildcard, on the current line.

• ** multicharacter wildcard, can cross line boundaries.

• \ < matches the beginning of line.

• \ > matches the end of line.

I Ctrl V I : This key allows to insert in the buffer a non standard
character: The next key typed is inserted in the buffer, and not
processed as usual. This allows to enter control characters or escape
sequences generated by VT200 keys. You can NOT insert this way
characters trapped by OpenVMS, usually Ctrl-Y, Ctrl-C, Ctrl-O, Ctrl-Q,
Ctrl-S, Ctrl-T.
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This allows to insert in the buffer the
character whose ASCII code is 'number'. This is the only way to insert
OpenVMS special characters in your code.

I GoIdTAB I : This key inserts a TAB ( ASCII code 9 ) in your text. As
EDFOR usually does not like ASCII Tabs, this is reserved for special
cases...

) Ctrl F I : This key inserts a Form Feed ( ASCII code 12 ) in your text.
This is a short form for | Ctrl V | +1 Ctrl L | .

I Gold I I : This key allows to draw a box around some text. You must
first Select one end of the box, then move the cursor to the other end,
and press this key. The two points you specify are inside the box.
The box is drawn using minus signs, vertical bars, and plus signs at
the corner. The content on the lines over and below the box are then
modified, and you should probably foresee a blank line over and one
below your box.

I Gold - I : This key allows to enter a line drawing mode, where the
displacement of the cursor are converted into lines in the file. This is
quite useful when making draft figures. Only vertical and horizontal
lines are drawn. You revert to normal editing by pressing any key
other that the four arrows.

3.4 Cleaning the text
This section will describe several commands used to perform global
operation on ( part of ) a buffer. They usually intend to make the text
cleaner.

• I Gold C I : This key centers the current line with respect to the buffer
margins. Useful for titles.

• I Gold F I : This command fills the current paragraph, or the selected
range if one is active at this time, so that the text is right send left
justified. The paragraph is limited by empty lines. This is able to
destroy a lot of work on strictly formated files like Fortran source
files. Then you are asked to confirm this operation if this is not in
a text editing style. The operation is performed in a few steps: All
strings of spaces are replaced by a single space. The paragraph is
then filled inside the margins, keeping the first character position
untouched, except if this is a non alphabetic character indicating that
the paragraph is an element of a list, in which case the left margin is
temporarily defined as the position of the first alphabetic character on
the first line. Then, extra spaces are added to existing ones, regularly
spaced, to right justify each line, and then the cursor is moved to the
beginning of the next paragraph.

• I Gold KP8~) : This is a limited version of the previous command: It
works only on the selected range, does not right align the text, and
does not indent list elements.

• Do: FIX CRLF : This commands replaces the Carriage Return and
Line Feed ASCII characters by an end-of_line marker, so that the text
is easier to read. This helps displaying e.g. Runoff outputs.
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• Do: FILTER : This commands search for 8 bit characters, and
proposes to convert them to 7 bits if any. Non printable characters are
replaced by a string you specify. This is intended to make printable a
file not intended for that, or failing on some processor.

• Do: ELEVDNATE TABS : This command replaces the ASCII TAB
characters in the current direction by enough spaces to produce the
same display as if TAB positions were the standard OpenVMS ones,
i.e. every 8 columns. You can also specify the TAB spacing you want
to use with the command ELIMINATE TABS n.

• Do: TREVI : This command removes the trailing spaces, i.e. the extra
spaces at end of line. This can reduce the file size, in particular after
file transfers between different systems.

• Do: CUT nnn : This command cuts all lines at the specified column
and including it. The default is column 73, to clean up possible labels
in this Fortran field. A TRIM command is then automatically executed
to remove extra spaces.

• Do: INDENT nnn : This comment indents a selected range or the
whole buffer. If the number is positive, this number of spaces is added
at the beginning of the line. If the number is negative, that number
of spaces is removed from the beginning of the line. If there are
not enough spaces, only the existing spaces are removed, so that no
information is lost. When the file is a FORTRAN file, the operation is
performed only on statements, ignoring comment lines, and at column
7, so that statement labels are untouched, 'nnn' can also be a string,
which is then added in front of every line, followed by a space. You
probably do not want that in FORTRAN, as the string will be added in
column 7.

• Do: ALIGN : This is used, on some styles like FORTRAN, C and
PASCAL, to automatically re-indent DO loops and IF( )THEN blocks.
It works either in the selected range, or in the entire buffer. Each
statement is re-aligned with respect to the previous one, taking into
account increased indentation inside DO loops, IF blocks and some
VAX specific declarations, continuation lines are indented by at least
the minimum, and all consecutive continuations lines are aligned. This
can take quite a lot of time, as every label is checked to see if it is the
end of one or several DO loops... This command can be implemented
for other styles.

• Do: CLEAN : This is the most powerful tool to clean any buffer. It
combines ELIMINATE TABS and TRIM, and for FORTRAN files,
it right align the statement labels, ALIGN the source, change all the
statements, excluding strings and comments to UPPER case in Fortran
77, independently for keywords and variables in VAX Fortran, UPPER
case for keywords and lower case for statement if not modified by a
user variable, and then detects lines longer than the magic 72 columns
if you have not vetoed this option, allowing you to split long lines if
needed. After that, which can take some time, your buffer is by far
more readable !
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3.4.1 Changing case

I Gold KP1 I : this key changes the case of the character the cursor is
on. This has of course no effect on non alphabetic characters.

I Gold U I, I F20 I : These key change the case of all alphabetic character
to UPPER either in the selected range if some selection is active, or in
the current word if no selection is active. The cursor is left at the end
of the range, or at the beginning of the next word.

I Gold L I, I F19 I : These key change the case of all the alphabetic
characters to lower in either the selected range, if one is active, or in
the current word. The cursor is left at the end of the range, or at the
beginning of the next word.

I F18 I : This key changes the case of the current word, or all the
words in the selected range if one is active, such that the first letter
is in UPPER case, the rest in lower case. The cursor is left at the
beginning of the next word. Notice that in the case of a range, the first
character of the range is changed to UPPER case, even if it is not at
the beginning of a word.

3.5 Rectangular mode
EDFOR normally processes the text as a continuous string of characters,
with a special processing of end of line markers. When manipulating
a range of text, EDFOR manipulates all the characters in the range.
But there is also a need to manipulate rectangular blocks of texts, when
building a table with various columns. One good example is to add a new
column in the middle of a table. The normal way would be to go to the
position in the line, insert some characters, e.g. spaces, then go to the next
line and repeat the information. Swapping two columns in the table would
be more difficult.

To solve this sort of problems, EDFOR has a mode called RECTANGULAR,
where the range which can be selected, removed and inserted, is a
rectangular box on the screen where you specify only the corners. This
modes works in the two usual modes, Insert and Overstrike, and has a
somewhat different effect in both cases.

• I Gold [ I : This sets the rectangular mode. This mode is identified by
the presence of a [ ] sign on the status line of the buffer. The actions
of the Select, Remove and Insert Here keys are modified as described
later. Notice that the mode is changed to Overstrike by this command.

• I Gold I I : This resets the normal operating mode for the Select,
Remove and Insert Here keys. Notice that the operating mode is
also reset to Insert.

• I Select I, Q] and | Gold . | : These keys start now a box. You should
press this key at one corner of the box you want to manipulate, move
to the other corner, and act. The selected box is displayed in bold
characters instead of reverse video. Due to TPU limitations, the
complete lines are highlighted, not only the box. If you press again
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one of these keys, the selection is cancelled. Notice that the selection
marker is the same in RECTANGULAR and in normal mode, so you
can change mode between Select and Remove, the relevant mode is the
one active when pressing Remove.

I Remove [, | KP6 [ : These key remove the selected box from the text.
If in Insert mode, the piece of text belonging to the box is suppressed
from each line, and the line compacted. In Overstrike mode, the piece
of text in the box is replaced by spaces. The suppressed text is saved
in the INSERT_HERE buffer, and can be used later on. You can even
insert it later after changing back to Normal mode, with a strange
result !

I Insert Here], | Gold KP6 ~| : These keys will insert the content of
the INSERTJHERE buffer at the cursor position. In Insert mode,
each piece of line in the INSERTJHERE buffer is inserted on the
corresponding line, to exactly undo the Remove operation. If you do
that a second time, you can then easily duplicate a column in a table.
In Overstrike mode, the box overstrikes the content of the buffer. If
you do that a second time, you will not see any change. The cursor is
left on the top left corner of the box after insertion.

• I Gold Remove | : This key saves the content of the selected box in the
INSERT_HERE buffer without touching the buffer.

This rectangular mode makes the edition of tables quite easier. Changing
the size of a column in a table or swapping columns requires then only a
few key strokes !

3.6 Buffer, Files and Windows

3.6.1 More on Buffers
EDFOR uses two sorts of buffers, the User buffers, which contain text you
want to edit, and the System buffers, which are used internally by EDFOR
to display messages, process commands, save temporarily removed strings,
and so on. Each buffer has a name, by which it is handled. For user
buffers, the name is built from the file which is edited in the buffer, or
is given by the user at buffer creation if another buffer with that name
exists. The already described command | Gold ? | , see Section 1.5.1,
displays only User buffers.

• Do: SHOW SYSTEM BUFFERS displays the list of the system
buffers. This is the same command as 1 Gold ? | , but for System
buffers. You can then move in the menu and select the buffer. Try to
avoid deleting a buffer, as this may have side effects...

• I Gold D I maps the Default buffer to the current window. The default
buffer is the one you started width in this editing session.
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3.6.2 More on Files

I Gold R I or I F17 I allows to go back to the previous User buffer. Each
time a new buffer is mapped, the previous buffer name is saved, so
that we can go back to it easily. A non reproducible bug makes this
feature not working from time to time, i.e. the previous buffer is also
the current one. If you can reproduce at will this defect, please mail
your trick to VXCERN.-.CALLOT or CALLOT@VXCRNA.CERN.CH !

• I Gold F17 I goes to the next buffer in EDFOR internal list.

• Do: RELEASE BUFFERS writes out all writable and modified
buffers to their standard output file, without questions. Quite handy
when you have a lot of modified buffers...

A buffer has also some attributes, which can be changed by the Dos SET
BUFFER command. The parameters of a buffer can be displayed by the
command Do: SHOW, which displays all about the current buffer, and
allows to display other buffers by pressing the | Do | key, and reverts to
normal editing with | Return | . But the most useful attributes are changed
by the following commands:

• I Gold M I changes the left and right margins if the buffer. The
margins are used to split the lines. No character can be typed outside
the margins. If you answer | Return | to one of the questions, the
corresponding margin is not changed. You can also change the margins
by the individual commands Do: SET LEFT MARGIN and Do: SET
RIGHT MARGIN. The default margins are style dependent. They
are usually set automatically to either the screen size if all lines are
shorter than that, or to 1,131 if some lines are bigger than the screen
width.

• Do: SET STEP nn changes the step used to indent lines in various
styles. The use of this variable is style dependent. Its value is stored
in the end-of-buffer string. The default value is style dependent, and
can be user defined for some styles, see Section 4.4.

Please note that the command SET TAB is completely ignored by EDFOR.

The basic commands for file manipulation are described in Section 1.5.2.
Some more commands exiçt i,o access easily some files depending on the
buffer style ( see Section 3.9 ) , or to perform some other actions. Other
commands can be performed at DCL level without exiting EDFOR by
various methods described in Section 3.7.2.

3.6.3 More on Windows
The basic commands to change the number of windows on the screen are
described in Section 1.5.3. A few other manipulate the number or vertical
size of the windows:

• Do: ONE WINDOW forces to have only one window on the screen,
which contains the current buffer.
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I Gold T I is a toggle switch. If there is one window on the screen, the
screen is split into two windows. If there are more than one window,
the current window is expanded to occupy the whole screen

1 Gold up 1 increases the number of lines of the current window by
the number of lines you will specify. The window is increased at the
bottom, i.e. the space is taken on the window below, except for the
bottom window. You can not suppress completely a window that way,
the maximum amount is such that the window below will still have
at least 2 lines. If you request more, your request is truncated to the
maximum possible increase.

• I Gold down~| decreases the number of lines of the current window by
moving the bottom limit with the next window, except for the bottom
window where the top limit is moved. As the total size of the screen is
unchanged, shrinking a window is absolutely identical to enlarging the
window just on top. The operation is truncated so that the window has
at least 2 lines after the operation.

The second property of a window is its width. As described in
Section 1.5.3, EDFOR normally tries to adjust the width of the window to
the buffer margins. But several commands allow to alter this function.

• Do: SET WIDTH sets the width of all the windows on the screen. Any
character after the width is displayed by a diamond. In the normal
configuration of EDFOR, where the automatic width adjustment
is in effect, this command is not very useful, as the width of the
window is altered to either the Small or the Large size each time a
buffer is mapped to the window. In this case, you should use the next
commands, which alter at the same time the width of all the windows
and the margin of all the user buffers.

Gold left I sets all the User buffers and windows to the small screen
size, usually 80.

I Gold right | sets all the User buffers and windows to the large screen
size, 132 columns.

Do: SET AUTOWIDTH enables the automatic with selection from
the buffer margins.

Do: SET NOAUTOWITH disables this automatic width feature.
This can become your default if you define the user variable
edf$automatic_width := O; in your customization file.

Do: SHIFT RIGHT nn shifts the window right by the specified
number of columns, so that you can display the end of long lines.
Useful to look at 132 column outputs on a 80 columns only terminal.

Do: SHIFT LEFT nn shifts the window left by the specified amount.
As you can not shift to the left of the beginning of line, this command
makes sense only after having shifted right the window.
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3.6.3.1 RULER
A ruler, i.e. a line in reverse video with tick marks and numbers to count
columns, can be displayed on any window. The ruler is displayed on top
of the window. This is in fact a separate window, so nothing is changed in
the buffer. There are two commands:

• Do: RULER ON : This adds a ruler to the current window

• Do: RULER OFF : This suppresses the ruler, if present, in the
current window.

3.7 Other advanced features

3.7.1 More information

I Gold K I gives the current character's ASCII code in ASCII, decimal,
octal, hexadecimal and Control key if needed.

I Gold H I describes the meaning of the next key you will type.

I Gold = I shows the actual cursor position in terms of line number in
the file and column number

Do: MESSAGE displays the content of the last lines of the message
buffer, with Carriage Return and Line Feed suppressed, which allows
to read better broadcast messages. The normal editing screen is
restored when you press | Return | .

Do: VERSION displays a line with the Version of EDFOR and the
selected Experiment name.

Do: NEWS displays the release notes of EDFOR. This is identical to
HELP RELEASE_NOTES.

3.7.2 OpenVMS services
When editing, it is some time urgently needed to perform some other
activity, usually done at DCL level, or to find some information needed by
your work. Exiting and then restarting EDFOR is not the only solution.
You can perform DCL commands and actions without exiting, provided you
are allowed to create a subprocess. This is not possible on some captive
accounts, or if you have exceeded your subprocess limit... The result of
simple commands is available in the DCL buffer, which is usually mapped
onto the bottom window by the command. You can then edit this buffer to
extract a list of files, ...
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3.7.2.1 File operations

• Do: DIRECTORY fi!e_spec peforms a directory command, the output
being available in the DCL buffer. This is executing $ DIR filejspec,
so all the default qualifiers associated with that symbol if any are
applied.

• Do: SET DIRECTORY dir_spec sets the default directory to the
specified directory. This applies to the current process, even after
exiting from EDFOR, and to the DCL subprocess.

• Do: PURGE file_spec purges the specified files. Possible output, if
you have defaulted the /LOG qualifier, is available in the DCL buffer.

3.7.2.2 Useful utilities

• Do: MAIL this spawns a subprocess to run MAIL. You are running
the normal MAIL utility, and can read new mail, reply, and so on.
When you exit from MAIL, your screen is repainted and you are back
editing.

• Do: PHONE or Do: PHONE ANSWER allows you to use the phone
utility, or to answer a call, in a subprocess. Like for mail, you are back
editing after exiting the utility.

• Do: CMS or Do: CMS xxx allows you to run CMS in a subprocess,
either interactively or just for the specified command, as at DCL level.
Of course, CMS must be available on your system.

3.7.2.3 General access

Do: DCL command or | Ctrl D | allows to execute any DCL command
in a subprocess, with the output in the DCL buffer. This command
creates the subprocess to run the command only once, and use the
same process for all successive commands. The DCL buffer, if not
visible, is displayed in the bottom window, which is created if only
one window on the screen. Notice that you can execute only non
interactive commands this way, and can not have screen management
output.

I Gold Z I or Do: SPAWN suspends temporarily the editing session and
creates a new subprocess. You are then back at DCL level, and able
to perform any command. To revert to your editing session, you just
LOGOUT from this subprocess. You can issue the command $ SHO
PROC/SUB to see where you are in the subprocess tree.

Do: ATTACH allows you to attach back to your parent process if you
called EDFOR from a subprocess.
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3.7.3 Unclassified

Do: SORT BUFFER xxx sorts alphabetically the lines of the current
buffer. The default is the current buffer, after confirmation. This is
not very fast, and for lar^e ( few hundred lines ) buffers, it is certainly
faster to save the bufver, call the SORT utility, and read back the
modified buffer.

• 1 Gold Do I or Do: TPU command allows to execute a TPU single line
command. This is mostly for expert, as it requires knowledge of the
TPTJ programming language. But you can change that way one of the
user variables described in Section 4.4.

3.8 Journaling and recoveries
Computers are no more crashing frequently nowaday. But as we access
them via the network, we may still loose connection. In this case, this is
like aborting with Ctrl-Y. The whole editing session is lost. BUT this is not
that a disaster, as EDFOR uses by default the JOURNALING option. This
means that at periodic intervals, frequently but not at every key stroke,
the history of your changes are saved in a JOURNAL file, a file in the
TPU$JOURNAL; area, usually your login area, whose name is built from
the buffer name, replacing the '.' by an underscore, and with extension
.TPU$JOURNAL. At the time EDFOR exited, this file was almost up-to-
date. When you gain again access to the system, you can call EDFOR and
request to recover one or several buffers. The commands are

• Do: RECOVER BUFFER name recovers the named buffer. You
should of course have a journal file and the previous version of the
file to be recovered. If you specify '*' as name, you are prompted for
recovery on all existing journal files.

• Do: RECOVER BUFFER ALL tries to recover, without prompting,
all the journaled files.

Please read the HELP EVE RECOVER for restrictions and constraints.
In particular, notice that the STYLE is NOT set nor restored by the
recovery. And that continuing after a recovery is not safe. It is the
strongly suggested to EXIT after a recovery, so that at least the best
image of the previous edits is saved. Then you should enter back EDFOR
and continue your work.

3.9 Style specific commands
Some EDFOR commands apply only to certain styles, or families of styles.
They have usually no effect when used on an unsupported style.
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3.9.1 FORTRAN and C specific commands

Do COMPILE option or | Enter V | saves the current buffer, ask for
saving all other Fortran buffers if in FOrtran, and then execute the
compilation in the DCL subprocess. The FORTRAN command sent to
the subprocess can be modified by the user variable edf$fortran_
compile, or by specifying qualifiers on the command line. The
object file, if no /OBJ or /NOOBJ qualifier is specified by default or
in the command line, is produced in the source file directory. After
compilation, if thero are errors, EDFOR analyse the compiler output
to place markers on the faulty lines. On VAX/VMS, this may take
some time if there are many errors, or many files to include. You
will see a message about DCL process creation if EDFOR needs to
access a text library element, like a system include file. This is fast on
Alpha/OpenVMS as errors are pointed at by line number in the source
file. You can then easily review the errors:

• I Ctrl N I position the cursor on the next error. The error message is
displayed in the message window.

* I Ctrl P I position the cursor on the previous error. The message is
displayed in the message window.

You can also access the DCL buffer to list all the messages in one go.
The positioning on errors fails if we can not find the routine in which
the faulty statement occurs, e.g. a faulty line after an END statement
is referred as MAIN$PROGRAM by the compiler, but this routine can
not be found in the source file. This does not apply to Alpha/OpenVMS
compiler, where the faulty lines are referred by line number in the
source file.

I Gold N I , when on a Fortran INCLUDE statement, reads the
corresponding file and displays it in a second window. This works
also for system include files in SYS$LIBRARY:FORSYSDEF.TLB
accessed by a statement like INCLUDE '($SMGDEF)'. It works
also on C #include statements, including text library used by the
Alpha/Open VMS compiler, but only if a directory is specified, or if the
file exists in the current directory or the system directories.

3.9.2 FORTRAN specific commands

Do; ROUTINE name line allows to position your cursor at line 'line'
of the Fortran routine 'name'. This is internally used to mark errors
on the Vax/VMS version, but is very nice to find the source line of a
crash as given in a traceback.

I Gold E I reads the name of the subroutine called by the current
Fortran statement, or prompts for it if not is this case. Then, EDFOR
reads the index file, pointed at by the logical ENTRY_POINT_LIST or
the default file EDFOR$DIR:ENTRY_POINT.LIS . This file contains
the list of entry points, sorted, and the source file where they are.
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If the name is found, and is unambiguous, the corresponding file is
loaded and the cursor is placed at the routine entry point. If the name
is ambiguous, because the same entry exist in various places, you are
prompted for your choice of file where the entry exist. A command file
EDFOR$DIR: BUILD_ENTBY_POINT_LIST.COM is distributed
with EDFOR to build for you this entry point list.

• Do: CLEAN has been described in Section 3.4 as it acts on all sort of
buffers, but is most powerful on Fortran buffers.

3.9.3 TPU specific commands
These commands are used to add or modify the functions of EDFOR.

• Do: EXTEND or | Enter E | are used to compile part or all the TPU
buffer. This is how you test new procedures, which become operational
immediately.

o Do: SAVE EXTENDED EVE file saves the complete editor section
file into the specified file. You must specify the complete file name, as
it defaults to SYS$LIBRARY: . The section file is quite big, about 1500
blocks. You can then use this new section file by redefining the logical
name TPU$SECTION.

3.9.4 Other styles

Do: ZEB prompts for the name of the .ZEB file to be read from the
D0$ZEB: area, and displayed in a new window. This is specific to the
DO experiment...

Do: SCRIPT processes ( at CERN ) the current SCRIPT or SGML
buffer
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4.1 Installation
To install EDFOR on any VAX. or AXP machines running OpenVMS, you
need to

1 Define the logical name EDFOR$DIR for the binary files.

2 Define the logical name EDFOR$SRC for the source files. They can
point to the same directory if you want.

3 Copy VXCERN::DISK$ALEPH:[CALLOT.EDFOR]IMPORT_
EDFOR.COM to the EDFOR$DIR: directory on your local machine.

4 Run this command file. You will have to confirm the location of
the reference directory. This can be needed if you do not have good
access via DECNET to VXCERN. In this case, copy all the files in
VXCERN^DISKSALEPHLtCALLOT.EDFOR] to some temporary area,
by any transport mechanism, run the command file and specify this
temporary area.

The command file copies the sources and processes them to create the
binary file and the help file. The command file also sends a mail message
to VXCERN::CALLOT or CALLOT@VXCRNA.CERN.CH to keep track of
the nodes where EDFOR is installed, for distribution of information on
bugs and new releases.

4.1.1 Mixed VAX - AXP clusters
The VAX EDFOR binary can basically work on AXP, however some feature
will not properly work, like the spell checker or processing compiler errors.
You should install it twice if you run a mixed cluster, you can keep the
same EDFOR$SRC area, but EDFOR$DIR should point to a different area.
You need to edit the file SETUP_EDFOR.COM to test the architecture and
define EDFOR$DIR accordingly.

4.1.2 Logical names
In order to define the logical names and the symbol, you have only to run
the command file @EDFOR$DIR:SETUP_EDFOR if it is not already
done in your system or group login. The file looks like:
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$! Defines EDFORSDIR as the locatiort of this procedure and EDFORSSRC as ft
$! same area or, if a [.SOURCE] directory exists, as this subdirectory
C I

$ tmp = FSENVIRONEMENT("PROCEDURE")
$ tmpl - FSPARSE ( I. mp, , , "DEVICE") • F$PARSE( t m p , , , "DIRECTORY")
S define EDI-OR$DIR ' tmpl '
$ t.mp2 = tmpl
$ if F$SEARCH("edforSdir:source.dir") .n<2S. "" Then

rmp2 = Lmpl - "J" * ".SOURCE)"
$ define EDFOR$SRC 'tmp2'
£ I _ „ __.__ „ _ _ _ _ .» _ —

S! This part defines the mandatory logicals and the standard symbol

S define TPU$SECTIGi< IiDFORSDIR: EDFOR. TPUSSECTION
$ define TPUSCALLUSER EDFORSDIRCSPELL -CALLUSER-EXE
S define SPELL$HASH_MAIN EDFORSDIR:SPELL_DICT.BIM
$ define SPELL$PERSON_DICT SYS$L0GIN:MY_DICTIONARY.DICT
$ define MY_F,DITOR_TPU SYSSLOGrN:MY_EDITOR.TPU
$ EDF*or :•= KDIT/TPU/NOCOMM/NOINIT

$! Possible definition of an experiment entry point list

$! define ENTRY_POINT_LIST disk:(directory!name.type
$ j _.._ = _ = = :;:__;._rr.___;.;:._-;-__ = _ = _;-__-.__ = ___ = = = ____ = __

$! Now the suggested settings for MAIL

$ define MATLSEDIT CALLABLE_TPU
S MAIL :-•= MAIL/EDIT- (SEND,REPLY=EXTRACTI

You can have all these logical names denned in the system table. The
only logical name definition which will interfere with other users
is TPU$SECTION. The proposed definition will maked EDFOR the
default instead of EVE. Users of EVE should then define EVE := =
EDIT/TPU/SECTI0N=EVE$SECTION

The symbol EDFor is denned also, together with the suggested setting for
MAIL as discussed in Section 4.2.1.1.

4.1.3 Changing the customization file
The customization file is by default SYS$LOGIN:MY_EDITOR.TPU. You
can change the location of this file by defining the logical name MY_
EDITOR-TPU as a new file name. This allows to share the same file if
you work under different accounts, or to change your settings wLtjn you
work on different projects or experiments.

4.2 Usage
EDFOR is usually activated at DCL level by a symbol like EDF, see
Section 1.1.1. However, you may also use EDFOR in other circumstances
where you want an editor. Various possibilities are described in the next
section.
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4.2.1 How to use EDFOR in various tools
In order to use EDFOR in various OpenVMS utilities, you have to look
at the corresponding Help file or manual. In general, you will need
that the logical name TPU$SECTION points to the editor section file
EDFOR$DIR:EDFOR.TPU$SECTION. Then, you have to do something:

4.2.1.1 MAIL
You have to define your editor, and inform MAIL that you want to edit the
message:

$ DEFINE MAIL$EDIT CALLABLE_TPU
$ MAIL := MAIL/EDIT-(SEND, REPLY--EXTRACT)

The first line can be replaced by issuing once the command SET EDITOR
TPU inside MAIL. Then, each time you send or reply to Mail, you will
be in EDFOR, with a special style, see Section 2.2.8.1. If you EXIT, the
file will be sent, if you QUIT, no mail will be sent. All EDFOR commands
to include files, to spawn,... are available. The Speller works only if the
EDFOR related logical names are system defined, due to the way callable
images ( the speller ) are activated from privileged images ( MAIL ). If
you encounter this problem, and can not convince your system manager to
define the logical names system wide, you can circumvent it by defining
MAIL$EDIT as a command file which executes EDFOR in a subprocess,
see for example SYS$SYSTEM:MAILEDIT.COM.

4.2.1.2 AMSEND ( in Aieph )
You have to define the symbol ALEPHMAIL$EDITOR :== "EDF, and
that's it.

4.2.1.3 Debugger
You need to have an initialisation file, and assign the logical name
DBG$INIT to this file. In this initialisation file, put the line :

SET EDITOR/CALLABLE_TPU

Then, the Debugger command EDIT will call EDFOR for the source of the
current module, if available.

4.2.1.4 In a FORTRAN program
You can edit a file with a statement like:

CALL TPUSLJITI inptit_f i I e , o>itput_file )

where the two arguments are character variables. On return, you can
even check if you EXITed or QUIT by the value of STATUS:

EXTERNAL TPU$_EXITING
INTEGER Status, LpuSedit

STATUS = TPUSEDITI i nput_f i 1 e, outp'Jt_fi Ie )
IFI IANDI STATUR, 'FFFFFFF1X) .EQ. *I.OC (TPUS_EXITINC3) ) THEN
rode when you EXITed pioperly

KLSE
fnd*3 when you QUIT

ENDlF

No special link command has to be added, TPU$_EXITING has only to be
declared EXTERNAL.
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4.2.2 Captive EDFOR
You can use EDFOR in a 'captive subprocess' to shorten the start-up time.
You have to create a file SYS$LOGIN:RUN_SUB.TPU which contains the
following statement:

nr]tSrun._in_subprorr>.sn ;- 1 ;

Then, execute the following command ( you can define a symbol in your
LOGIN file to be this command ):

S nPAWrJ/rROC-EDFOR_your_n.ime/ INFUT-CYSSrOMMAND
EDTT/TPU/COMMAND- SYS$I,OG1 N : KUH_SUB

Then, you are in EDFOR. The only difference is that when you QUIT or
EXIT you are attached back to the main process. The files are written
before EXIT, and you are prompted (if any modified buffers exist) before
QUIT. Modified buffer are DELETED when quiting if not written before...
To go back to the editor, use

$ ATTACH ËDF0R_yoiJr_n,w

and it starts very fast. You can even attach this command to a key on the
keypad, for example PFl, like

S DRFTNE/KEY/TERMINATE/MOLCXJ PFl "ATTAf(I EDFOR_your_name"

and just hit PFl to call the editor.

Of course, there is a price to pay for that speed increase :

• The subprocess knows the current default directory at the time he
was spawned, and not the current one. This can be changed by the
command Do: SET DIRECTORY xxx .

• The subprocess knows the symbols and logicals defined at the time he
was spawned, and not any you created afterwards.

• It doesn't work well if you are in a subprocess and attach to your
EDFOR subprocess: When you will exit you will go to the parent
process, the one at the top of the process tree...

That's why this way of working has to be reserved for specific needs. It's
also a way to load your computer, by adding processes which use memory
even when they are not in use.

4.2.3 About your terminal
Your terminal has to be an ASCII terminal. The terminal type ( VTlOO,
VT200, VT300 ) and characteristics, like eight bits possibilities, have
to be correctly known by OpenVMS in order to give the best results.
You can check the knowledge OpenVMS has of your terminal with
the DCL command SHOW TERMINAL . An easy way to give to
OpenVMS the parameters of your terminal is the DCL command SET
TERMINAL/INQUntE. A VTlOO treated as a VT200 by OpenVMS will
display strange characters...
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When working with a VAXstation, you will see that scrolling is relatively
slow, slower than re-drawing the screen. This is very clear when using
large windows, i.e. with 40 or 50 lines. You can use the DCL command
SET TERMINAIVNODECLCRT to instruct the screen manager to redraw
the whole screen instead of scrolling. This is faster by an order of
magnitude. However, this is not a perfect solution, as the screen will
be completely redrawn even if you have to scroll for one line, and as it is
erased and redrawn, it's not comfortable.

4.3 New styles and new experiments
EDFOR is an open editor, as EVE on top of which it is built. You can
then add or modify features to match your needs. EDFOR is written in a
language called VAXTPU on Vaxes and DECTPU on Alpha machines. The
language is described in a set of DEC manuals, which can also be read
in the Bookreader. The source of EDFOR is distributed and is available
in EDFOR$SRC: You certainly needed to be familiar with TPU before
trying to modify EDFOR. You can of course modify existing code, but the
backward compatibility is not guaranteed... You can easily add new Do:
commands: Just create a procedure whose name starts with EVE_. If you
need to type two or three words to become unambiguous, like if you want
to SET something, separate these words by "_" in the procedure name,
so that the procedure is called eve_set_xxx. If you want an argument, no
problem if only one string argument. If you want a number as argument,
or several arguments, then you should describe the expected arguments to
the command parser. Look in the file EDFOR$SRC:MODIFIED_EVE.TPU
for examples.

One procedure you may want to use is edf$set_user_status_line_
messageftext"); which adds the specified text before the style name
on ALL windows. This allows to signal that you run in a different mode,
like using a different keypad or alphabet.

4.3.1 Adding a new style

4.3.1.1 Creating the style actions
Adding a new style TY5T can be done in a simple way. You have to provide
one procedure, called edf$YYY_settings( thejbuffer, question_number
) , which is called for various values of the second argument, the first
one being the buffer for which this style applies. This procedure ( and
any other procedure you may call from this one ) has to be put in a file
named STYLE_YYY.TPU and placed in either your own login area, or in
the EDFOR$SRC: area. You are strongly encouraged to look at existing
procedures before writing your own. The expected answer for the various
values of 'question_number' are:

1 You return the string which will appear on the status line.
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This is called at initialization time. The return value is irrelevant, but
you can put here actions like margin, r.idth and TAB position settings.
You can define edf$ascii_tab := 1; to define the TAB key as 'insert an
ASCII TAB here'.

You return an integer value, usually 0, b^« 1 means that this is a
fortran file ( for column 72 checks, ... ), -1 means that the paragraph
filling will be done without prompting for validation and any negative
value implies that the Speller will be automatically started ( if
edf$spell_default is non zero ) and will check the spelling if active.

This is called when you crate an empty buffer. This is where you put
the default content of your buffer. Look at some existing files for idea
and tools...

This is called when the TAB key is typed. You have to define the
variable edf$tab_string as being the string to insert at beginning
of line, and return the length of the string. The NEUTRAL style is
obtained by the statement : return( edf$default_tab );.

This is called when a line is split, in order to perform indentation
and continuation mark generation. The current position is the
beginning of the line to be split, and you are not allowed to change
the position without restoring it. You return the text to be inserted at
the beginning of the new line. The NEUTKAL style is obtained by the
statement : return( edf$auto_indent );.

This is called when you press the Enter key. Look at existing files for
a template if needed, the NEUTRAL style is to output the message
"No special extensions".

This defines a new list of word separators, which overwrite the one
given by edf$word_separators. If this case is absent, or returns 0,
the default value edf$word_separators is used.

This is called by the ALIGN command, to clean the text, The markers
edf$align_start_posit and edf$align_stop_posit define the zone to be
processed, and you are placed at the start. You should return a non
zero value, to avoid a message saying that ALIGN is not implemented.

4.3.1.2 Using this new style
You can always force the style of a buffer to be your new style, by
issuing the command Do: STYLE yyy. In order to use this style by
default for some file types, you have to add in your MY_EDITOR_TPU
file a statement like standard_extension{".XXX"| := "YYY";, where
XXX is the extension of the file in uppercase, and YYY your new style
name. Of course, if you think that this new style may be usefull for
other users, please mail the corresponding file to VXCERN::CALLOT or
CALLOT@VXCRNA.CERN.CH with some explanations. This file can then
be distributed to all other users.
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4.3.2 Compiling styles
The method we use to access a style ( read and compile the corresponding
file at execution time ) allows user expansions. But as loading a new
style uses some CPU, it may be faster to compile the most commonly
used styles. You just need to create a file EDFOR$SRC .COMPILED _
STYLES.LIST with one style name per line. These styles are then
compiled when building EDFOR. If you change this file, just type at
DCL level:

: BtI T 1,D-RDFOR

4.3.3 Adding a new experiment
An 'experiment' is used to define the FORTRAN and VAX_FORTRAN
styles, mainly the subroutine lay-out and the Enter extensions. Adding
a new experiment 'XXX' is relatively simple. You must provide a file
nammed EDFOR$SRC-.EXPERIMENTJCKX.TPU, with a few procedures.
The procedures needed are :

• for$program_Iogo to create the experiment logo in front of a
FORTRAN main program.

• for$header to create the subroutine header for the FORTRAN style.
Look at existing experiments files for more details.

• vaxfor$header to create the subroutine header for VAX_FORTRAN
style, it can be a call to the previous routine...

• for$comment to define the lay-out of a comment obtained by Enter-K.

• for$update to process the Enter-U key and add an update tag in the
current fortran module.

• for$action to process the Enter extensions in FORTRAN.

• vaxfor$action to process the Enter extensions in VAX_FORTRAN.

You have better time to modify an existing experiment file than to create
one from scratch. You can also define new commands and procedures
relevant only for this experiment. Just add them in the file, they will
be available for those user having selected this experiment. To use this
experiment file, just edit your MY_EDITOR_TPU file and change the
variable edf$experiment Send a copy of this file to VXCERN::CALLOT
or CALLOT@VXCRNA.CERN.CH to have this file distributed to other
nodes if you have collaborators on different machines...

4.4 The user variables
This section describes the various variables you can modify by adding
a statement in your customization file MY_EDITOR_TPU which is
by default SYS$LOGIN:MY_EDITOR.TPU. Variables are defined by
a statement like variable_name := "string"; or variable_name :=
123456; depending on their type, string or integer. For each of these, the
default value is given here.
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4.4.1 Identification

• edf$experiment := "no"; is a mandatory variable. You are
prompted for a value the first time you use this editor. You have
to choose a valid value, the second part of the name of the files like
EDFOR$SRC:EXPERIMENT_*.TPU, or the behaviour may be strange.

• edf$author_name := "string"; is a mandatory variable. If not
defined or empty, then you are prompted for your name and a new
customization file is written. This variable is used to put your name in
the header of subroutines, procedures, etc.

These two variables are created when EDFOR is invoked for the first time.
You can edit them later on if needed. They should always exist in your
file.

4.4.2 General properties

• edf$automatic_width := 1; Select if you want ( 1 = true ) an
automatic setting of width of the screen to "small window size" ( the
size of your terminal when entering EDFOR if less than 120 columns,
80 if not ) or 132 columns according to the value of the right margin
each time the status line of the buffer is updated. Default is yes. If
the right margin is bigger than "small window size", we set the width
to 132. If the width is bigger than "small window size" and the right
margin less, we set the width to the "small window size".

• edf$word_separators := '",.:];) "; (TAB included) defines the list
of characters used as word separators. These character are part of
the words ( at the end of the word ), and are not suppressed when
splitting lines. Only 'whitespace' characters ( space and TAB ) are
removed when splitting a line. Notice that this list can be overwritten
for certain styles, see Section 4.3.1.1.

• edf$spell_default := 0; should be 1 if you want the speller to be
started for the styles where this is possible, line TeX, Mail, Runoff and
Text.

• edf$default_mouse_on := 0; Determines if the mouse is by default on
or off.

• edf$run_in_subprocess := 0; to indicate that you run the editor in a
subprocess. This changes the way EXIT and QUIT works. If 1, then
we ATTACH to the parent process after saving ( EXIT ) or deleting
( QUIT ) the buffers, with the same logic as the standard EXIT and
QUIT. This variable is not normally in your MY_EDITOR_TPU file,
but in the special command file described in Section 4.2.2 when using
Captive EDFOR.

• edf$scroll_margin := 15; defines the fraction ( in percent ) of the
screen where the cursor can not go, because the screen will scroll.
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4.4.3 FORTRAN specific

4.4.4 C specific

edf$default_vax_fortran := 0; To choose between FORTRAN and
VAX_FORTRAN styles. If equal to 1, every Fortran fiie is VAX_
FORTRAN. If equal to -1, every Fortran file is FORTRAN. If equal
to 0, then all Fortran77 conforming file names ( 6 characters, no
underscores ) are FORTRAN style, others are VAX-FORTRAN.

edf$default_step_fortran := 2; is the default indentation step for
FORTRAN style.

edf$default_step_vax_fortran := 2; is the default indentation step
for VAX_FORTRAN style.

edf$fortran_compile := "FORTRAN"; defines the Fortran command
line, i.e. your default qualifiers.

edf$fortran_extended_souree := 0; defines the check of column 72.
0 means check and prompt if a bad line is found. -1 means check and
refuse to write the file. +1 means no check.

edf$fortran_continuation_char := "&"; defines the continuation
character to be put on column 6 when a line is split.

ed£$vax_keyword_case := "UPPER"; defines how the fortran
keywords are modified by the CLEAN command in the VAX_
FORTRAN style. Possible values are "UPPER", "LOWER" and
"CAPITAL", all in uppercase.

edf$vax_variable_case := 'XiOWER"; defines how the fortran source
statements are modified ( on request ) by the CLEAN command in the
VAX_FORTRAN style. Possible values are "UPPER" and "LOWER".

edf$standard_header := 1; defines if you want to be prompted for
the type of header ( subroutine, function, ... ) you want to create when
your buffer is empty. If set to 0, no header is ever generated.

edf$default_step_c := 0; defines the way we indent C code: 0 means
using ASCII tab. Any positive number means indent by this number
of spaces.

edf$c_tab_size := 4; defines the size of an ASCII tab when used for
indentation. Use the value 8 to display correctly code written with the
standard VAX tab settings.
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4.4.5 MAIL specific

4.4.6 Other styles

• edf$author_sigriature := "string"; Mandatory, you will be prompted
if empty. This is the signature to be put at the end of your MAIL. A
suggested value is your first name.

• edf$author_location := "string"; If not empty, this string followed by
the date is put in the top right corner of the file.

• edf$address_file := 1; If 1, the file pointed at by the logical name
MY_ADDRESS_FILE is appended at the end of the message. This
feature is intended to include signature files.

• ed£$indent_mail_reply := ""; Defines a prefixed string to indent
the original message when including it in a reply. By default, no
indentation is performed. You can defined it as ">" to conform to Unix
or Usenet habits.

edf$DCL_ASCII_TAB := 0; Defines if one wants real ASCII TAB for
DCL files, the default being to use 4 spaces.

edf$xscript := "XSCRIPT/EXF1; defines the command to run
SCRIPT.

edf$sgml := "SGML/EXF1; defines the command to run SGML.

edf$scr_dist := '"'; defines the CERN distribution code for SCRIPT
outputs.

edf$scr_dev := ""; defines the CERN device for SCRIPT output.

edf$dev_name := '"; edf$bat_name := ""; edf$i3812 := "FC3812A";
are used to describe the output destination for SCRIPT processing at
CERN.

4.4.7 Style selection

standard_extension |".XXX"| := "style"; defines the requested style
for all files with extension .XXX ( with the dot and in uppercase );
The possible values of 'style' are the various style names: 'NEUTRAL',
'FORTRAN', 'VAX_FORTRAN' or any 'ZZZ' with a corresponding file
EDFOR$SRC:STYLE_ZZZ.TPU .

standard_file("XXXX.YYY") := "style"; defines the requested style for
the given file name.
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